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Kip Roberta
Source: SGA
C.O. Bradley/The News
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VITA offers help
with taxes
People can still receive
free :tssistance filing tax
returns at Murray State
from
the
Volunteer
Income Tax Assistance
program.
Help will be available
April 3 and I0, between
noon and 4 p.m., in room
353 of the Business Building. VITA volunteers are
trained by the Internal
Revenue Service and offer
assistance to students,
senior citizens and lowincome taXpayers. For
additional information call
the MSU department of
accounting at (502) 7624193.

FFA Field Day t o
be held at Expo
The 46th annual FFA
Field Day will be held April
3 at Murray State's West
Kentucky Exposition Center.
Approximately
I , I 00
high school students from
more than 40 schools in
Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, Missouri and Indiana
will compete in 13 events.
Students may register
beginning at 7:30 a.m. The
c~mpetition will be held
from 9:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m.

MSU t o ho st
technology Forum
Murray State will host a
Technology Forum April 8- ,
I0 for faculty members to
share ideas with colleagues. The conference
meeting will consist of pre-·
sentations and round table
discussions fed by faculcy
with expertise in targeted
area of interest. Sessions
will be held in the conference rooms located on the
third floor of the Curris
Center.
Representatives from
Academic Computing and
Technology Services will
also host mini training
booths in the Curris Center concourse area, conducting student training
sessions on e-mail, PowerPoint
and
Internet
Research during the three
day period.

Pianist t o preform
in Love tt
Andreas Klein, the German-born piano virtuoso,
will perform the fourth
and final concert of the
1997-98 season at 2 p.m.
Sunday, March 29, in
Lovett Auditorium.
Klein has been the featured soloist with some of
the
world's
greatest
orchestras, including the
Berlin Philharmonic and
the Houston Symphony,
and has toured and
appeared on numerous
television and radio station
in Europe and the United
States.
The Murray Civic Music
Association, in cooperation with Murray State,
will host the event.
Compiled by Beth Bradley,
Staff Writer.
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Three vie for
vice position

SGA Election Candidates
Vice President Candidates

•Election: New candidates
are running for the coveted
positions of SGA president,
vice president, secretary
and treasurer.
BY j ENNIFER PIERCE
STAfF WRITER

Keri Bazzell

Tavares Jones

Wes Wilson

President Candidates
Kip Roberts, Todd Earwood and Kris Crichton.

Secretary Candidates
Steve Redlinger, Brandon Kirkham and Amy Elliot.

Treasurer Candidate
Adam Whiteside.

Senator-at-Large
Matt Ludwig, Christine Myers, Christian Cruce, Stephanie Warford, Corey
Sugg, Jeremy Story, Shane Evans, Lisa Clark, Nikki Key, Ben Wilson, Kevin
Ragan and Chris Dreier.

Senator of the College of Business and Public Affairs
Ryan Miller, Jay Knight, Michelle R. Jones, Erik S. Wolfe, B.J. Knotts and Jennifer
Strick!an.

Senator of the College of Science Candidates
Keyla Palmer, Clay Goins, Jill Thompson and Ben Gross.

Senator of the College of Industry and Technology Candidates
Sam Suitor, Jacob Ryan Keowan and Garry Butler.

Senator of the College of Fine Arts and Communication Candidates
Landee Woodruff Bryant and Susan Glore.

Senator of the College of Humanistic Studies Candidates
Keith Deaton, Kent Green, Jennifer Hibbs and Jessica Cheny.

SGA election rules
change for new term
•SGA : New campaign Ways and Means Chairman and means cliairman, in writ-

rules will go into effect in
this year's election in
order to regulate the election.
Bv JAsoN KEMP
STAFf WRrnR

Ballot numbers were picked
and campaign rules were distributed at the Student Government Association's first
candidates' meeting for the
upcoming elections Tuesday
afternoon in the Curris Cen·
ter.
The SGA elections will be
held April 7 and 8 in the Curris Center, and the deadline
for applying for a position
was Tuesday at noon.
Although somewhat the
same, the election rules and
procedures
have
been
changed to accommodate fairness, according to Election

Jefl' Vaughan. The election ing, of plana to withdraw
rules have been broken down from the election, campaigninto two types of offenses; ing before the first candiClass one offenses and Class date's meeting, and using
two offenses.
mechanically
amplified
Class one offenses, such as megaphone and/or loud
the use of stickers, wall speakers will be punished by
posters exceeding 12 x 18 disqualification from the race
inches in dimension, posting or forfeit of office. The Judimore than one poster per bul- cial Board will classify offensletin board per candidate es not specifically mentioned
throughout the campus, and by the rules.
campaigning inside the CurVaughan said, however,
ria Center on the day of the this is not the first place
election, will result in a 10 the$e types of rules have been
percent vote reduction and used in student government
loss of subsidy from SGA for cleftions.
"We actually kind of got the
the executive and senator-atlarge positions. This offense notion from the University of
will also result in a 5 percent Louisville after they did it,"
vote reduction for all other Vaughan said. "It's a more
logical way to regulate the
positions.
Class two offenses includ- campaigning and the elecing: failing to turn in receipts tions because it allows for cerof the election expenses to the tain actions that may not be
SGA treasurer within one as severe as others to not
week of the election date, fail- receive as severe punishure to notify the election ways ment."

Student Government elections
will be conducted in less than
two ·weeka. Votes can be cast in
the CurTis Center Theater on
April 7, from 2 to 7 p.m., and
April 8, from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m ..
There are three students running for president, three for vice
president, three for secretary,
and one for treasurer for the
1998-1999 school year. All candidates currently serve as members ofSGA.
Keri Bazzell, sophomore from
Murray, is running for vice president. She has served as freshman senator, and now holds the
position of sen!ltor-at-large.
"I have been involved with
student government since junior
high and decided to attend a
meeting once I entered school
here," Bazzell said. "I was
amazed at the organization and
all that it was involved with!'
Bazzell said the majority of
the vice president's responsibilities consist of heading the Campus Activities Board, formerly
known as the University Center
Board, and being a member of
the senate.
·
"The vice president position is
somewhat of a dual position,"
Bazzell said. "My main concern
right now is with the changes
taking place within SGA and the
transformation to CAB (Campus
Activities Board). We want to
bring in as many new things
' that we can for students, and
I hopefully the opening of the
Regional Special Events Center
will meet many of the students
wants and needs."
Tavares J ones, vice president
candidate from Elizabethtown,
began with SGA in 1996 while
serving on the UCB. He has also
served as the publicity chair and
participated with many SGA
committees.
"My experience with the former UCB has given me the experience to deal with this group
and know the responsibilities of
the position," Jones said. "If
elected, I would like to expand
the role of the SGA on campus,
diversify the programming for
students and dedicate myself to
their needs."
Wes Wilson, junior from
Carlisle County, is the third
candidate for vice president. He
also served on the former UCB
during the past year and holds
an office in Alpha Gamma Rho.
"I think one of my most impor·

tant qualifications is my time ·
working with UCB," Wilson
said. "Since that is one of the
vice president's main jobs, I
think it is important that I have
worked with them and know
their responsibilities. If I am
elected, I will focus on promoting what we offer for our students."
Amy Elliot, senior from Mayfield, is running as a secretary
candidate. She is serving her
second year with the SGA and is
currently the Judicial Board
Vice Chair. ln addition to the
SGA, she holds leadership positions in other organizations.
"One of my main goals is to
make SGA user-friendly," Elliot
said. "There are a lot of things
that we offer right now, but I
would like to expand on some of
the ideas."
Brandon Kirkham, sophomore
from Paducah, is a candidate for
secretary who has served in the
SGA for two years. His quali ficationa include holding the 19961997 Franklin College representative position, and he is currently the University Affairs
senate chair. Kirkham'.s other
leadership positions include
serving as Alpha Sigma Phi secretary, vice president of College
Republicans and Fall Orientation counselor.
"I was always very interested
in the SGA, and I wanted a position on the executive council,"
Kirkham said. "I decided the
most logical position for me to
run for would be secretary
because of my experience with
the position. Although the secretary doesn't have much leeway
as far as a<;tions, he or she is a
member of the executive board
and there are several iaau~ L
would like to address if elected. I
would support anything to make
the campus safer, the expansion
and advancement of Waterfield
Library and more computer labs
accessible to the Residential
Colleges."
Steve Redlinger, secretary
candidate from Florence, has
served on the Judicial Board of
the SGA for the past year. He is
also an officer of Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity.
"I have been very involved in
this organization as well as others and I believe that I have
been able to dedicate an impressive amount of time to SGA. If
elected I will spend a majority of
my time·working with the different committees to ensure
results," Redlinger said.
Adam Whiteside, junior from
Mounds, Ill., is running unopposed for the position of treasurer. He served on the Judicial
Board last year and is a former
treasurer of Lambda Chi Alpha.

Jump Day results Speak for students
•SGA: Jump Day results

give the University a good
idea of student opinions
on various campus issues.
BY JASON KEMP
STAFF WRIT£1

After helping to bring in the
biggest participant turnout in
Student Government Association history for J.U.M.P. (Join
Us Making Progress) Day last
semester, members of SGA are
looking to accomplish the feat
again in two weeks as they prepare to administer this semester's survey.
Formerly known as "Constituency Day," this day of surveying Murray State students
is used to get information from
students on what they believe
are the most important and
urgent issues Murray State
faces, according to University
Affairs Senate Chairman Bran-

don Kirkham.
Kirkham said although it
was long and tedious work to
tabulate the results from last
semester's J.U.M.P. Day, it was
worth it because now SGA will
be able to act on many of the
issues that were brought up
through the questionnaire.
"We really got some good
results out of this," said
Kirkham, who headed last
semester's J.U.M.P. Day for his
first time as coordinator.
He will also coordinate this
semester's event which he said
will be very similar to last
semester's but with a few
changes in questions.
''Questions like the one about
dialing ofT campus at night and
also what types of events (students) would like to see at Murray State will probably show up
again," Kirkham said.
Last semester's J.U.M.P. Day
surpassed all previous years
with approximately 1,400 par-

ticipants. The number of participants for the spring 1997
semester and the fall 1996
semester were 1,100 and 739,
respectively.
According to the results of
last semester's J.U.M.P. Day,
out of the 1,400 that participated, SOCk were male and 50%
were female, with 67% of the
participants living on-campus
and 33% of the participants living off-campus.
Freshmen accounted for 29%
of those surveyed, the Sophomore class had the highest
number of participants with
33%, and the Junior and Senior
classes were each at 19% for
their respective number of par·
ticipants in the survey.
SGA President Todd Earwood said he feels J.U.M.P.
Day is a good way to get a
response from the student
body, and he and other SGA
members are already looking
into making some of the
changes students requested in

last semester's survey.
Waterfield Library high in
"After we got the results meeting their needs.
back, I talked to Don Olson of
"That's good that (Waterfield
the Information Systems Office Library) is doing well," Earabout the computer lab hours wood said. "We got a lot of poshere on-campus," Earwood itive responses out of J.U.M.P.
said. "The results showed that day."
61 percent of students would
Earwood also said the Uniuse the computer labs more if
versity is looking into the
they were open later, so Dr.
prospect of getting more phone
(Kern) Alexander, Olson and I
lines
on campus because 62% of
sat down to talk about extendstudents
said it was very diffiing the lab hours."
cult to dial off- campus at night.
Earwood said computer lab
hours at the Applied Science He said students are a crucial
building have now been part in helping to make
changed to 8 a.m.-11 p.m. changes because University
instead of9 a.m.-10 p.m. for the officials are looking to hear
what the students are actually
rest of the semester.
saying.
The results from last semes"These were not just general
ter's J.U.M.P. Day also yielded
positive
responses
about questions about whether the
Waterfield Library. According students like Murray State or
to the results tabulated by not but :rather more specific
SGA, 63% of students said they questions on what students
would use Waterfield Library want changed," Earwood said.
between 11 p.m. and midnight "By far this was the best
on weekdays if it were open, results we've received from
and 38% of students ranked J.U.M.P. Day so far."
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Fire damages room in White College
•Fire: A fire surprised residents in White College
Friday evening.
JARED N ELSON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Residents of White College
were shaken out of their activities Friday evening wh en a
fourth floor tire forced them to
evacuate the bui Iding.
Fourth floor resident adviser
Vito Spadafino said the fire
began about 8:30 p.m. He and a
resident, Dave Bibelhauser,
were in Bibelhauser's room on
the fourth floor at the time.
They noticed an odor of bum-

ing matches and checked the
kitchen, but did not find anything. At that point, the fire
alarm in a nearby room sounded.
Spadafino and White College
Director James Higgins went to
investigate the alarm. T h e
room's doorknob was hot to the
touch and Bibelbauser noticed
a red glow coming from under
the door . He pulled· the main
fire alarm while H iggins
retrieved a fire extinguisher.
The fire had enveloped one
comer of the room. The resident's chair, rug, dresser and
part of one wall were in flames
and a great deal of smoke had

penneated the area. With the
h elp of two fire extinguishers,
Higgins and Spadafino managed to control the blaze.
The fire was mostly contained by the time • the Calloway County Fire Department
arrived on the scene. They ventilated the area with fans to
clear away the remaining
smoke. Residents were allowed
back into the building shortly
thereafter.
Residents were surprised to
discover they had left the building for a real fire and not a
false alarm. Some residents
who saw the smoke took
belongings outside with them,

fearing
they
would
be
destroyed. Some resident s
refused to evacuate the building, believing the alarm was
only a drill.
Larry Anderson, assistant
director of environmental safety and health, said the tire was
most likely started by a faulty
surge protector owned by the
resident.
"The fire started in the surge
protector," he said. "All that
was plugged in was a stereo
and a lamp, and that isn't
enough to overload it."
Anderson said the room suffered smoke damage and the
stereo equipment was melted.

College of Education receives new dean
•Faculty: Jack Rose
replaces Janice Weaver as
dean of the College of Education.
LORI B URLING
STAFF WRITER

Fonner Calloway County
School superintendent, Jack
Rose, has been appointed dean
of the College of Education.
Rose, who retired from his
position as superintendent of

Calloway County after 23
years, will replace J anice
Weaver, who retired from Murray State last year. In 1996,
Rose left Calloway to tak e a
position as superintendent for
the Maury County schools in
Columbia, Tenn.
"It doesn't surprise me that
he was appointed to the position," Todd Earwood, Student
Government Association president, said. "Rose is a very successful and well-known man,
and he will be an asset to th e
College of Education."

RE-ELECT

TODD
EARWOOD
,.$~

Rose, a native of Murray,
graduated from Murray High
School and received his undergraduate degree from Murray
State in 1966. He also served as
an ed ucator at MSU for eight
years before continuing his
career .
In 1993, Rose was the r ecipient of the Distinguished Alumnus Award of MSU. Upon this
honor he requested the Jack
and Janice Rose Scholarship be
established at Murray State.
The scholarship can be awarded to any Calloway County

High School student upon
graduation.
In 1996, Rose was named Citizen of the Year by the Ch amber of Commerce of MurrayCallaway County for his services to the community.
Rose is a fonner member of
the Council on Higher Education, has served as president of
the West Kentucky Association
of School Administrators and
served as chairman of the West
Kentucky Educational Cooperative.

March 20, 1998

1:44 a.m. The fire department was dispatched to Wilson Hall because of
an electrical power failure with the fire alarm.
· 4:37 a .m. Noah Hays .was arrested for OUI and was lodged in the Calloway County Detention Center.
4:06a.m. A citation was issued to Oarian E. Stallings for operating a motor
vehicle on a suspended/revoked license. He was arrested and lodged In
Calloway County Oe1ention Center.
8:29 p.m . Jason Sykes reported his vehicle was vandalized while parked
between Springer and Hart colleges.
8:11 p.m. There was a magazine salesman in the College Courts area. He
was escorted from campus.
8:30 p.m. The fire department responded to a fire in White College, room
421 . The fire was out upon arrival of the fire department.
March 21, 1998
8:30 p.m. A citation was issued to Michael Winters for no insurance and

improper registration.
9:20 p.m. Alex Christensen was arrested for possession of marijuana and

drug paraphernalia.
10:41 p.m. Bill Robinson reported the theft of a tennis racket, two pairs of
Levi jeans and his wallet from his room in Franklin Hall.
March 22, 1998
10:10 p.m. Ishmael Farris was cited for having no vehicle registration, no

Insurance and no tail lights.
March 23, 1998

5:07 p.m. An auto accident was reported in the Curris Center parking lot.
There were no injuries.
Motorist Assists - G

Racer Eacorta • 8

lnformalion for Police Beat gathe~ed and compiled by Christine Hall, assistant news editor, from materials available to the Public Safety office.
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EXPERIENCE, ACTION, RESULTS '

March 19, 1998

8:05 a.m. Report of a vehicle blocking the dumpster near Springer College. The vehicle was towed.
7:20 p.m. A female student reported being approached by a male exposing himself in the area east of Hester College. The man came out of the
bushes and down the side steps and approached the female student. A
description was given that the man was wearing a sock-type cap with two
eye holes and was wearing a tan or light colored jacket and was tall with
a large build. The case is under investigation.
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would like to congratulate the following members
for becoming Fall Orientation Leaders for the
1998·1999 school year

Sarah Beyer

Natalie Peek

Keesha Bridgman

Amanda Salpietra

Emilee Dale

Melanie Slemmer

Sara Jane Ginn

Allison Smith

Sarah Hawkins

Michelle Turner

Liza Jane Hayes

Stephanie Ward

Emily Lanier

Amanda White

'

ALL Nike Shoes
&Apparel
Men

e Women e Children

DENNISON-HUNT
SPORTIN8 800DS

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR UFE"
1203 Chestnut St.

Alyson McNutt
Kim Moody
Kiley Newell

Keenan Williams
Catherine Weems
LeeAnn Willett

753-8844

Monday-Saturday
9 a.m.- 6 p.m.
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How do you feel about

colleges opening the day
before classes start this fall?
Name: Beth
Kurtz

Major: Speech
Pathology
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Louisville
"This upsets
me. You need time to put
everything away before classes
and to get books."
Name: Antwan
Ellis
Major: Electrical
Engineering
Technology
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Louisville
"You need to be there by Saturday. I feel for someone with
an 8 a.m. class on Monday."
Name: Michelle
Bryan
Major: Business
Administration
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Ledbetter
"I think It's
unfair to students because
they won't have time to settle
into a new place."
Name: Matt
Michaud
Major: Criminal
justice
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Louisville
"I think it's
pathetic the school won't try
to help you out or make things
easier.''
Name: Aimee
Timmons
Major:
Undeclared
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Eddyville
,.It doesn't
seem fair. Students don't have
time to get settled in before
starting classes."
Beth Bradley/Staff
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Chill hits University
spending money
Handouts may become limited In
classes soon. Chalk will become
nonexistent, instead of scarce. Students will develop writer's cramp
from the extra writing we will be
doing.
Murray State has tightened its belt
on spending for the rest of the year.
Instead of purchases going through
two people to get approval, purchase requests now have to be
approved by a long line of University
officials.
Each year this spending cutback
occurs, but this year it is earlier than
usual. This caught all Murray State
personnel off guard.
Departments who were saving
their money for large purchases now
have to get these purchases
approved by someone outside of the
immediate chain of command.
Money saved for these purchases
will be spent at the beginning of the
next academic year. New equipment
will only be approved to be bought
this fiscal year if considered essential. Summer school students, in particular, will not be able to receive
the benefits of new equipment
which might normally · be in place
before the summer term.
Currently, Murray State is undergoing the budget process for the
next academic year. The nonessential purchases can be made only with
money received from this budget.
Holdovers from purchases that

OurV7etu
Issue:
Murray State has cut back all
spending of the University in an
effort to reduce expenses.

Position:
The cutback date took effect earlier then usual, catching faculty and
staff off guard.
should have been made before the
cutback, however, will eat up next
year's funding. That means we'll
probably face the same situation .this
time next year.
The early cutdown on spending
will affect the quality of education
we, as paying students, receive.
Teachers cannot teach without the
proper supplies.
Murray State is obligated to its students, faculty and staff to forewarn
those who will be affected, either
directly or indirectly, before a spending freeze actually takes place.
Professors need to plan ahead.
Some rely heavily on handouts and
the early spending cutbacks could
prevent or delay the purchase of
much-needed paper.
Murray State will cheat its students out of a quality education if It
is not careful. To give a quality education, the University must spend
the necessary money. Not doing so
will lead to many dissatisfied people.

Unfortunately, few people under- know.
Web site brings back fond will veto the bill if it comes to his desk.
At
our
center,
we
give
free
pregnanstand what collegiate rifle is. Most, I
memories of honeymoon
Jake Fisher
To the Editor:
I guess l was visitor 124668, and I
think your site is great! I just happened to see your web site in the Wall
Street Journal a few weeks before the
Olympics and, having more time now,
decided to see the changes at Murray
State.
My late husband, Charles E. Carr
Jr,. was the grandson of John Wesley
Carr and one of my grandsons is
named James Wesley Carr.
I remember on our honeymoon in
April1946, visiting John Carr and his
wife, Mary. John reserved the whole
swimming pool for us to go swimming.
It was a treat, but, needless to say, my
husband and I were embarrassed
because it meant no one could enter
the pool. John was so proud to have
the Carr Health Building named for
him, especially while he was still living. l believe he was in his late eighties or early nineties.
I was very proud to have known
John and I think he lived only for his
boys and girls at Murray State. John
was always trying to raise funds for
the students. He wanted everyone in
Kentucky to have the opportunity of
attending college.
I have so many memories of John,
both at Murray and when he retired to
New York. The last time we saw John
was shortly after his lOlst birthday
and he was as sharp as ever. He would
take his daily walk to the East River
alone. He also loved to sing "My Old
Kentucky Home." He'd tilt his hat at
an angle and with a glint in his eye
sing so many songs.
Congratulations on your 75th
anniversary and may you have many
more years of growth. Just thought I'd
write. l hope to revisit the campus in
the near future.
Fran Carr

Waiting period for abortion
helpful to mothers-to-be
To the Editor:
As the director of the Pregnancy
Center of Northern Kentucky. I would
like to address the 24-hour waiting
period for abortions. The bill was
passed by the House and has gone to
the Senate. Gov. Patton has ~tated he

cy tests to girls and women who need
them, as well as accurate infonnation
about abortion with alternatives to
abortion. We also help the girls with
counseling and any material needs
they may have for themselves and .
their babies (if they choose to keep
their babies.)
We have seen hundreds of girls
since we opened, and I can say without exception, every girl I have counseled who was post-abortal (has had
an abortion in the past) regretted her
decision. It never matters what her
circumstances were or why she had
the abortion. No matter how sure she
was about her decision, after the fact,
she knows it was a mistake.
I can't tell you the number of times
women have said to me, "If someone
had only told me this before my abortion, my baby would be alive today," or
"I would be able to live with myself,"
or "I wouldn't be having these nightmares and hearing babies crying at
night," or "1 wouldn't be having these
health problems, miscarriages." The
list goes on and on.
A woman can't make a good decision
if she does not have all of the facts.
She has no choice if she isn't given any
other options. If she doesn't know
what the abortion could do to her (and
her baby) both physically and emotionally, she is not making an
informed decision, and that is no real
choice. Waiting 24 hours, with all of
the facts, could spare her a lifetime of
pain and suffering.
I pray Patton will reconsider his
position on this matter and give the
women of Kentucky the ability to
make an informed choice.

would assume, think of rifle team
members as the common country kids Glendora, Calif.
who shoot their grandfathers' rifles at
his own leisure. The facts, however, Two-week notice unoticed
tell a different story. Most sports only
require you to participate for a small To the editor:
I wish to formally state my disamount of time and then "huddle up,"
agreement
with the decision of Susan
or "walk down the fairway" in order to
Hardin,
director
of the National
figure out what to do next. Collegiate
Scouting
Museum,
to disregard my
rifle, on the other hand, requires neartwo
weeks
notice
of
resignation from
ly five hours of continual concentra·
my
position
as
Research
Assistant at
tion and hours of prior mental visualthe
museum.
ization in order to perfonn at the highI tendered my resignation Thursest levels in the nation.
day,
March .19. I submitted it to my
No one on the rifle team came t.o
immediate
supervisor, Joanna HernMurray State expecting to be gloried
don,
then
Curator of Collections.
in any fashion. Instead, all we have
Joanna
informed
the director of my
ever asked, is for people to take a
resignation
in
a
memo.
I gave two
moment and understand what we do.
weeks
notice
with
a
final
day
of April
Never would we ask anyone to watch
2,
1998.
In
doing
this
I
followed
the
a five-hour rifle competition, nor do
exact
procedure
followed
by
JeffMyer
we expect "headline news." At the
same time, we feel The Murray State when leaving his position as CuratoriNews has an obligation to report on al Assistant earlier this year.
On March 24, 1998, Hardin called
events of importance; indeed a NCAA
me
in for a meeting after I finished
Championship qualifies as an imporat 3 p.m. to discuss my resignawork
tant event.
tion.
She told me she considered
It is a sad fact when the stereotypiresigning
to Joanna rather than
cal anti-gun Los Angles Times covered
directly
to
her
to be irresponsible. She
the Rifle Championship, but yet our
also
told
me
it
would not be necessary
own campus newspaper did not even
to
serve
out
my
two weeks notice and
mention it.
that
I
should
clear
out my office.
Remarkably, there was not even the
I
had
been
associated
with the
slightest notice in The Murray State
National
Scouting
Museum
since
News during the week of the champias
a
volunteer
and
as
November
1993
onships. Even more remarkable is the
a
staff
member
since
July
1994.
fact absolutely no recognition was
given despite our finish of fourth in
the nation. The members of the rifle Brett A. Mills
team want an answer. We want to Murray
know what we did U: be almost com·
pletely shunned from your paper this
The Murray State News welwhole year. Do we embarrass our University newspaper, which hinder your
comes commentaries and letPatty Haubner
"U-Wire" and national ambitions? Or,
ters to the editors. Letters
Florence
is learning about a sport before you
should be 300 words or less
write about it too much work for our
Rifle team overlooked in own newspaper?
and must be signed. ContribuAsk yourself, when was the last
sports coverage
tors should include addresses
time a rifle team member was arrest·
and phone numbers for verified for allegedly using or selling narTo the Editor:
cation. Please include home.It is with great sadness and incredi- cotics? The answer is never, and for
good
reason.
We
have
come
to
Murray
ble disbelief I am writing The Murray
town, classification, title or
State News today. Three weeks ago State from all comers of the nation
relation to the University. To
the Murray State rifle team competed already having trained with the top
submit a guest commentary
in the NCAA Rifle Championships, athletes, trainers and psychologists at
gathering forty individual competitors the Olympic Training Center in Colcall 762-4468. The News
in each smallbore and air rifle and orado Springs, Colo., and other distinreserves the right to edit for
nine teams from around the nation to guished institutions. We know how to
style, length and content.
vie for the nation's top honor. Regret- succeed and we do it without compromise. Unfortunately, few people would
tably, few pe.ople would know.

OPED
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Second language benefits students
Students often wonder why they
should study a foreign language. Murray State requires the study of a foreign language by those students who
pursue the bachelor of arts and bachelor of arts and business degrees. But
this is hardly a sufficient answer to
the question. Studying a foreign language is more than fulfilling a
requirement. Before I try to answer
what foreign language study offers, I
want to examine why the University
requires it at all.
Looking at the mission statement of
Murray State, reasons become readily
apparent. Listed among the many
"Characteristics of a Murray State
Graduate" we fmd: "understand the
dynamics of cultural diversity, of competing economic and political systems
and of complex moral and ethical
issues."
From the first days of language
study, students are exposed to different cultures. Students of French, for
instance, encounter more than 30 dif·
ferent cultures in which French is spoken. Francophones are found on every
continent in the world. The complexity of the Francophone world is evident
to even the beginner student when
they see the different form of dress,

philosophical and artistic traditions."
Studying a foreign language offers
students a unique, in-depth perspec()fJiuion
tive into the cultural traditions of the
world. Students who can read historical,
literary and philosophical texts in
STEPHANIE
the original language of composition
ScHECHNER
are more likely to fully grasp the
nuances implicit in these texts. Often,
specific cultural meanings are lost in
translation. The study of a foreign lanhousing, food and when they hear dif- guage opens up an entire dimension of
ferent accents from a variety of thought by bringing one closer to the
French speaking cultures.
author's state of mind.
"Engage in mature, independent
"Understand the role and applicathought and express that thought tions of technology and science in the
effectively in oral and written commu- solution of the problems of a changing
nication."
world."
At the core of foreign language
Any foreign language student who
courses is a single, basic goal is com- has spent time exploring the Internet
munication. Foreign language courses knows the vast resources available to
at Murray State are taught almost speakers of other languages. While
entirely in the target language. This is English versions of many sites exist,
done so students will get the most there are still resources which are off
practice possible speaking and hear- limits to those who speak only Enging the language. The goal of foreign lish. Students can find a vast array of
language instructors is to produce stu- information in foreign languages
dents who can read, write, listen and ranging from scientific data to live
speak to others around the world for a radio broadcasts over the Internet.
wide variety of purposes.
"Understand the nature of responsi"Demonstrate a critical understand- ble citizenship and pursue an active
ing of the world's historical, literary, role in a democratic society."

In My

In order to fully understand the
Secondly, we might think of foreign
nature of citizenship, students must language study as part of a world
have a sense of themselves as citizens view. It offers students a chance to get
of the world, not just citizens of the a sense of the entire world, not just
United States. Our country is linked pur little corner of it. It expands the.
with other nations in all realms of life, horizons of students by allowing them
from economics to sports. To be a full to take both mental and physical jourparticipant in our democratic society, neys to other lands. Study Abroad,
students need to see how the United while an option for English-only
States fits in an international context. speakers, is a much mote fulfilling
Foreign language study draws stu- experience for those who make some
dents' attention to the world beyond effort to learn the language.
our nation's borders.
Finally, I insist upon the imaginaNow I would like to turn to the ques- tive and intellectual growth available
tion of what it offers students, espe· to students of foreign languages. Stucially those students who are pursu- dents hear new ideas, begin to dream
ing degrees which do not require for- in another language and taste new
eign languages. A foreign language food in the foreign language classcan be understood in several ways. room.
First, we might think of it as a skill,
Many students find new qualities
not unlike the skill we need to create and strengths within themselves as
a web page or use e-mail.
they str~tch to make contact with othWhen students think about apply- ers through foreign language. Ultiing for jobs. this skill might be the mately, these experiences are open
only thing that separates them from and available to all students, regardthe next candidate. Even companies less of whether language study is
which are local or regional are often required for your degree or not. Don't
considering an expansion to the inter- miss out on this opportunity to expand
national level. When employers hire your horizons. ·
new workers, those who are proficient
in a second language are often the top Stephanie Schechner is an assistant
candidates.
professor of French.

Students
•
1gnore
•
warn1ng
shots

Society
judges
beauty
standards
In My
OpinioJl

In My
OjJiJ 1icn 1

TARA SHELBY

SHELLEY STREET

Beauty is only skin deep. Beauty is in the
eye of the beholder. These are common
cliches swe have heard all our lives, but
rarely take to heart. Everybody is guilty of
judging others by how they look at one time
or another. We also attempt to change our
own appearance in order to gain acceptance
from everyone around us.
Before Spring Break, a speech was given
for the Eating Awareness Disorder Conference by Jean Kilbourne, a well-known
speaker on eating disorders. During her
speech, Kilbourne talked about the ways
advertising affected society's view of
women, making people believe having the
perfect body is a possibility. In Kilbourne's
opinion, these advertisements lead to eating
disorders in women.
In many ways I agree with Kilbourne, but
I don't blame the problem solely on advertising. Superficiality is a part of society. It is
something everyone is guilty of from time to
time. In many ways, it is easier to judge
people by their appearances. It takes less
time and energy to just look at someone
instead of really getting to know them.
Whether it is being friends with somebody
because of the Greek letters they're wearing
on their t-shirt or refusing to date a guy
because he isn't cute enough, judging people
by their appearances is a common occurrence on campus.
Because everybody is aware they are
being judged by the way they look, many
people feel the pressure to change and
improve their appearances. In Kilbourne's
speech she said one in five women have an
eating disorder and 80 percent of fourth
grade girls claim to be on a diet. These numbers prove bow many people are unhappy
with their appearances.
People need to learn to accept themselves
the way they are. If we continue to judge
ourselves and others by appearances then
these problems will only escalate in the
future. True happiness is something that
can't be achieved by a diet or plastic
surgery.

Tara Shelby is a contributing writer for The
Murray State News.

Conference toPics diverse
The Celebrate Women ConIn My
ference was established more
than 10 years ago to bring forth
( )j)in io11
issues affecting women in our
society. This year's confert'!nce
STEPHANIE
carries on that tradition by
holding educational sessions,
POTIER
panels and special activities
spotlighting women in today's
society.
The 1998 Celebrate Women place in society. The Women's
Conference has much to offer all ' Center hopes the conference
who attend. This year, panels will raise awareness of issues
and sessions cover everything affecting women today and the
from women in the art world to powerful societal trends impacteating disorders. This two-day ing their lives.
conference has many objectives.
The conference also provides
It is a great way to become edu- a opportunity for networking
cated about many different and sharing ideas about women
aspects of women and their today and in the future.

There are several different
special conference activities
which include: a luncheon,
Women in the Arts extravaganza and several exhibitions. The
Murray State Forensic Team,
the Residential College Debate
Society and the Women's Center will also sponsor a student
debate. The debate will focus on
single-sex classrooms and education as compared to coed
classrooms. Sessions will be
Monday and Tuesday of next
week. For more information
call Jane Etheridge in the Women's Center at 762-3140.

Stephanie Potter is a senior art
major from Frankfort.

This week four students and a teacher-.
were killed in a school shooting in Jonesboro, Ark. This is the third such shooting
in a rural area of the United States in the
past five months. One of these shootings
happened only 50 miles away in Heath, a
small community on the western edge of
Paducah. So, why does no one seem to
care?
On Tuesday, the day of the Jonesboro
attack, I was left reeling with memories of
what happened at Heath. I know most
students don't have as close a tie as I do to
that community, but I was shocked when
I heard students here saying that could
never happen at Murray State.
Nobody said it would happen at Heath,
either. In fact, it's still hard for those who
grew up there to believe it really did.
Heath High School averages 585 students. The only businesses the community has are a barbecue restaurant, a Shirt
Shack and a small grocery store. Obviously, this is a much smaller community than
Murray. If it could happen there, it could
happen anywhere. The people of Pearl,
Miss. didn't expect this. Neither did those
in Jonesboro.
No matter how much we hate it, this is
going to happen again somewhere. You
will have to seriously confront this possibility sometime, either as a parent sending your child to school, or perhaps even
when you walk in the door to your own
classroom here at MSU.
Don't automatically dismiss the possibility of it happening here. Murray has
traditionally been one of the safer campuses in the region, but that doesn't mean
it can't happen.
Don't push it away. Think about it.

Shelley Street is a copy editor for The
Murray State News.
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LBL Protection Act introduced

Gas prices again
predicted to rise
•Money: The stock market may
rise once again causing the price of
oil to go up as well.
Bv LORI BURLING
STMFWIIITB

An oil pact made Sunday between
Saudi Arabia, Venezuela and Mexico
may bring an end to the low gas prices of
the past f'ew weeks. The three countries
made a surprise agreement to begin to
limit the amount of crude oil they export.
Currently the rate of crude oil on the
market is around $1-4 a barrel, but analysts say it could jump to a dollar more a
day. An increase in crude oil will fJOOn
boo8t the price of gas in the United

States.
Although motorists are getting used to
oDly having to pay about $1.05 per gallon

ofJ'81U}ar unleaded, they will fJOOn begin
to see a change in prices. Energy consultants and gas station 1Jl&Di8rB have said
by ,May, which is when gas prices nsual·
ly i.Qcrease. a gallon of unleaded may go
up a dime or more.

"fve enjoyed the low price of gas in the
past couple of weeks," Rodney Morrow,
senior from Tiline, said. "My ear goes
through gas very quickly, but I wish we
didn't ~ave to rely on other countries for
our oil."
The-Shell and BP stations in MUJ'I'&Y
ue at $1.05 per gallon for unleaded eur·
:rently, while Citgo is at $1.02 for unleaded. The Citgo station receives ita gas
from a company out ofPaducah, Duke &
Long DiatributoJ!s, and it& ratea depend
on the rates that Duke 6 Long have to
charge. Duke & Long Distributors pr.lce
their gas depending on the open stock
market. With the ups and downs of the
market, it can ca~ PJ1 prices to~
daily.
A spokesperson from Duke & LoDg
Disbibuton said, "We can ..:Iread.Y see a
fast moving increase
•The i.ncreue
is from the price of crude oil, which is
more expemive because cd' the ..,...
ment between Saudi Arabia and
Venezuela that just happened. With
there being less export they can increase
the price Of the oil."

in-·

•LBL: Rep. Ed Whitfield and
Sen. Mitch McConnell introduced the LBL Protection Act
to provide a "safety net" for
LBL.
BY

C.O.

BRADLEY

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Sen. Mitch McConnell and Rep.
Ed Whitfield together introduced
the "Land Between the Lakes Protection Act" Thursday in an
attempt to ensure continued federal funding for the recreation area.
The bill, which McConnell said
provides a "safety net," calls for
management of LBL to be transferred to the U.S. Forest Service,
supported by the Fish and Wildlife
service, should the Tennessee Valley Authority fail to receive funding for its operation. Indications
are it is a good possibility that will
be the case.
"The message was pretty clear
from the House appropriators last
year: you're getting 12 months
notice, and we haven't any indication of any change," McConnell
said. "There may be some that
want to put all their eggs in one

there will absolutely not be any
type of general usage or entrance
' ' This transfer does
fee.
not take place
"It is our hope that they will not
unless 1VA does not be raising fees, and there will cer- ·
tainly not be any sort of entrance
acquire funding for
fee," Whitfield said. "It is our hope
(LBL's budget) would be comparaLBL. ' '
ble to what it has been in the past."
The bill also would set up a 17- - - - - - - - - - - - . member Citizen Advisory Board
basket, but we believe LBL is far with representation from several ·
too precious for such an all or noth- different constituencies concerned
ing gambit. That's why our bill pro- with LBL's operation. The board.
vides for both contingencies."
would meet with the federal agency
Whitfield made it clear, however, in control of the property twice a
that the transfer is not set in stone. year and also assist in the drafting
"This transfer does not take place of LBL's management plan.
Current LBL employees are also
unless TVA does not acquire funding for LBL," he said.
protected by the bill, which proThe bill serves to provide an vides three options in the case of a
actual mission statement for LBL, change in control. They will either
something which has been called be offered employment with the
for by many groups.
Forest Service, transferred to
"One of the important things another TVA position or be given a
about this bill is that it codifies "generous" severance plan, accordLBL's mission," Whitfield said.
ing to a press release summarizing
Where funding is concerned, both the bill.
said they hope it returns to previThe bill was planned to be introous levels. The bill also makes duced Thursday afternoon, and
clear that while individual facili- information should be available
ties may still have usage fees, concerning it early next week.

Beware Of The Bait And
Others are known
to play games from time to time...
Don't Bt A Pawn In Thtlr Gamel
VISIT US...
(Irs simply a matter of trust)
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Special "After Hours"
discounts & giveaways
2 hours only!
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Date: Saturday April 4
Place~· Courts behind dorms
Time: 10 a.m.
Cost: $20 per team
Open campuswide.
~Teams are limited to four people per team.
Deadline is Wednesday April] to sign up.
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•
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.
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Campus group helps needy in Mexico

Volunteen needed
The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a
division of American
Humanics, is asking MSU
students, faculty, and staff
to volunteer.
The Calloway County
~reschool needs volunteers to help with their
preschool
screening
March 27 from I a.m. to
5 p.m., March 28 from 9
a.m. to 3 p.m. and March
30 from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.
The United Way is
looking for help in advertising for the Heart Association Golf Tournament.
The Murray Calloway
County Senior Citizens
Center needs assistance
delivering meals to the
elderly every Tuesday and
Thursday from 9 a.m. to
11:30 a.m.
Southwest Elementary
School needs volunteers
every morning from 8 to
9:45 and from noon to
12:40 on
Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays
to help students with
reading.
The American Red
Cross needs assistance in
Its office.
The animal shelter can
use volunteers every day
of the week from 8 to
11:30a.m.
Anyone interested in
these or other volunteer
opportunities can call
Jennifer Crisp at 7626117 or 762-3808.

the
Friday before they
returned, each of the 12 x 24
foot cinder block houses were
.
dedicated to a family.
"I love mission work " MelisWhile most of us were relaxing at ?ome o~ playing on the . sa Tolene, sophomo;e from
beach m Flonda, a group of Halls, Tenn., said, "I wanted to
Murray State students along use my Spring Break for somewith people from the communi- thing worthwhile."
ty went to Mexico for Spring
She said her most memorable
Break on a mission trip with moment was the dedication certhe United Methodist Campus emony because she felt it was a
Fellowship.
time for everyone to come
The group of 26 spent the together to see how the Lord
week in Reynosa, Mexico. The worked.
The group stayed in an
purpose of their trip was to
build several homes and a orphanage supported by the
church for the community. On Salvation Army and this
BY TARA SHELBY

Co,.mtaunNG warrn

allowed them to spend a lot of
time with the children. LUke
McCall, freshman pre-medicine
major, described how the kids
would run up to them when
they returned from the building projects.
"They always wanted us to
play with them and they were
always talking to us even
though we didn't understand
Spanish," he said.
These underprivileged children were the main reason for
Curtis Baker, sophomore public relations major, to return
this year for his second mission
trip to Mexico.

"I already had good relations
with a lot of the kids who were
there last year and I promised ·
them then that I would come
back," Baker said.
The children stayed in the
orphanage during the week
with the missions group while
they attended school and they
went home to their families on
the weekends.
Baker also commented on the
differences between Mexico and
the United States.
"We have so much here, but
we are not thankful for it," he
said. "They had very little, but
they were always thankful."

Celebrate Women conference
encourages gender equality
and diminish the individual.
To conclude the conference at 11 a.m. on
March 31 will be Katherine Anderson's address,
It is a celebration of the threads we bring to "Women's Choices: lllusions or Reality?" Anderlife, to the tapestry of our culture and environ- son is the president of Point Park College in
ment. "Weaving the Tapestry: Choices and Chal- Pittsburgh, Pa. She has worked in higher educalenges of the 21st Century" is the 11th annual tion for 25 years and has worked in the field of
Celebrate Women conference.
women's studies and American literature.
The Murray State Women's Center is sponsorOther events will include the Women's Group
ing the conference from March 30-31. The mis- Art Show Awards Ceremony on March 30 at 6
sion statement of the program, according to the p.m. and "Women in the Arts," an extravaganza
registration flier, is: "The purpose of this confer- of music, dance and theater at 7:30 p.m.
ence is to encourage and enhance gender equity Throughout the two days there will also be sesby honoring the past, present and potential sions discussing topics such as women artists,
accomplishments of women from diverse ages, racism, sexism, health issues, violence and leadethnicities and backgrounds through education, ership.
enlightenment and inspiration."
A new event this year is the student debate
The activities include a variety of exhibits, sponsored by the MSU Forensics Team, Resispeakers and sessions about different topics that
dental College Debate Society and the Women's
support the theme.
Center. Etheridge said it will focus on single sex
"This is a wonderful program that really disclassrooms as compared to coed education. Cryscusses important issues," Jane Etheridge, Director of the Women's Center, said. "It's a time of tal Coel of the speech communication and theater department will be the moderator.
personal renewal."
·
$veryone, men and women, is encouaged to
The opening adaress will be delivered by Viola
come.
There is something offered for everyone,"
Miller, secretary of the Kentucky Cabinet for
Etheridge
said.
Children and Families, on March 30 at 8:20
Preparations
for the conference began last
p.m. It is titled "Things that Go Bump in the
May.
There
a_re
30 individuals involved,
Night" and
discuss the signals society prealthough
the community, past participants and
sents that contradicts women's roles and responaibilities. Specifically, she will relate this to soci- the deans of all the colleges at Murray State
ety's effects on. undereducated and poor women. offered suggestions of how to make the conferJulia Wood of the University of North Caroli- ence a better program, Etheridge said.
The conference will take place in the Curris
na at Chapel Hill will be the luncheon keynote
speaker. She will take a critical look at "Men Are Center and even though some of the events
From Mars, Women Axe From Venus" by John require preregistration, there is on-site registraGray. Wood will focus on the stereotypes Gray tion for the sessions and some activities, many of
makes and will discuss how they are inaccurate which are free to students.

One of the most noticeable
aspects of Mexico to many of
the students was the poverty.
"We bought a blanket for $4
there," Baker said. "That is a
whole day's work for a Mexican
family and a lot of them are try.ing to support their children.
with that. The distance from
Texas was only a few miles, but
it seemed more like three centuries."
In preparation for the trip
the students had to attend several meetings and also learn to
speak a little Spanish.
"Mostly we prayed a lot,"
McCall said.

Passing on the title

BY KRISTIN HILL
STAFF WatTut

will

Speech and debate
team wins awards
The Murray State
Speech and Debate team
competed at the Kentucky Forensics Association's State Tournament
February 21.
Of 12
schools competing; Murray State placed second
overall. Several students
won Individual awards.
The speech and debate
team will compete in its
final competition in April
at the NFA National
Tournament in Illinois.

Photo submitted by Shirley Martin

Miss Murray State 1997, Keri Bazzell, poses with the
newly crowned Miss Murra-Y State 1998, Elaine Ratliff
at the Miss Murn.y State Scholanhip Pageant Saturday
night.

Student discovers fate with numbers
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
LtFE EonOtt

AssiSTANT COlLEGE

There are many options available to
forecast the future. Some people read
their horoscopes in the papers while
some who are a bit more daring simply
run the numbers.
Numerology is based on the number
of planets. The numbers 1 through 9
are used to describe energy patterns.
When these number patterns are studied, the charts show which energies
are used more than others and which
ones need to be developed.
When I contacted Becky Cunningham, a former Murray State student,
to do my numerology chart, I thought
it would be much like the personality
profile with my horoscope sign. She
took my full name, the name I prefer
to go by and my birthday. Within a few
hours she had my chart ready.
The first thing she checked was my
name number. The name number
explains who you are and how others
perceive you. She showed me a diagram of the letters of the alphabet
divided in three rows down and nine
letters across.

Contestant search for
national teen paaeant
Contestants are now
being accepted for the
1998 Miss Teen All
American National Finals
to be held July 30 through
August 2 at the Miami
Airport Hilton and Marina in Miami, Fl.
To apply, contestants
must be between the
ages of 13 and 19 as of
August I, 1998, never
married and a legal resident of the United States.
To apply, send a recent
photo along with your
name, address, phone
number, birth date and a
short biography by mail
or fax to:
Dept. B - Miss Teen All
American
603 Schrader Avenue
Wheeling,
W.Va.
26003-9619
FAX: 1-30<4-242-8341
Phone: 1-304-242-4900

equal3. She then went through the
same process with my middle name
and last name. Then she added all of
the numbers together to result in my
name number, which equals 3.

1Numerology Personality Chart

According to Numerology: Your
Character and 'Future revealed in
Numbers, by Norman Shine, which
Cunningham uses as a reference,
the number three encourages me to
be successful in life and gives me
courage. It also said I am convincing
and may be a master at my chosen
field. I am always capable ofaction.
The next number she checked was
my psychic number. The psychic
number explains how that person
views the world. She took the numbers from the exact day I was born,
24, and added them together to get
the number 6.
According to this, I am sensitive
and rational. I want harmony and
peace. I find it difficult to find peace
of mind, but I have good contact with
reality. I can find balance between
form and content, yet it can be complicated for me because I want to see
the whole picture but still pay attention to all of the details. She says my
logic
sometimes gets in the way of my
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
creative
side.
'
ABCDEFGHI
She then checked my fate number.
JKLMNOPQR
The
fate number tells what a person
S TUVWX YZ
must learn before they are satisfied
with this life.
She then took the letters from my
"Usually the answer is so basic and
first name and corresponded them simple that people are not usually satwith the numbers they fell under. She isfied with the answer," Cunningham
added all of those numbers up. The said.
sum came to 30. However, the numShe took aU of the numbers in my
bers have to be between 1 and 9, so she birth date, 6-24-1978 and added them
added the three and zero together to together until they equaled another

Compiled by Beth Bradley,

Staff Writer

}

L

7

Personal Creativity
Action
Forcefulness

3

Intellectual Creativity
Imagination
Fantasy

Spiritual Creativity
Divine Love
Innate Talents

9

6

Initiative
Service

Abstract Thinking
Theory

Karma: Reward
For Actions of Previous
Lives

Duality
Feelings
Caring

The Senses
Expansion
Flexibility

Unconcious Mind
Transformation of Material

2

5

8

Either/or Imbalance
The Conscious Mind

Tolerance
Learning

Timeless Jft.ace
Dharma:Doing hat Has to
be Done

Being
Ego
Leadership.

Logical Thought
Practicality
Instincts

Setting Limits
Time
Material Attachment

1

4

7

Personal Resources
Personal Identity

The Concrete & Material
World

one -digit number which was the number 1. She then said because my fate
number is 1, I am very aware of my
ego and I should not confuse what I do
well for my true talent just because it
might seem easier. She said 1 can only
become satisfied with my life if I get
rid of my compulsive attachments to
my ego, the material world and my
lack of self-confidence.
While I do believe many of the
things she explained to me resemble
my personality, there are some things
I am unsure have anything to do with
me. Cunningham did explain to me,
numerology is a very general interpre-

Limits of the Material World
Bridge into Spiritual World

tation, and not everything will coincide. However, she does say 99% of her
readings have been accurate.
Cunningham has been studying
numerology for the past five or six
years and says she might begin doing
astrology charts soon.
"1 have studied the spiritual sciences
all of my life," Cunningham said.
"Numerology is the only thing I have
studied on a regular basis, and I think
it is most effective for the people who
call me."
She charges $10 per person or $15
per couple. For more information contact (502) 436-2973.

•
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John Prine, a songwriter's dream
John Prine

all bad and wish we hadn't.
Overall, Prine has remained one of the
most-overlooked songwriters of his generation. While James Taylor, Jimmy Buffett
and others went on to mainstream success, Prine stayed out of the limelight.
But when you get right down to it, he is
the best writer of the bunch.

MusicReoielo

Great Days

"Writing is about a blank piece of paper
and leaving out what's not supposed to be
there."
John Prine made that statement, and it
helps to illustrate what makes him one of
our greatest songwriters. On this album,
a collection of his best from a long, critically acclaimed career, he shows his ability to convey a story in very few lines is
unequaled.
One example is the song "Angel from
Montgomery." This version, a duet with
Bonnie Raitt, is an amazing perfonnance.
More important are the words he uses
to paint the picture of a middle-aged woman's disappointment and regret: "If
dreams were thunder I Lightening was
desire I This old house would have burned
down a long time ago." In one sentence,
Prine told a story many songwriters could
not tell given a whole album.
This is far from the only example. Every
listen will show something new. There's a

BOBDE.RlJNE

-

CD Bradley

Week.Abeatl
Friday, March 27
•Last day to drop any full semester course.
•Last day to AUDIT by permission of Instructor only.
•Play- "Nice People Dancing to Good Country Music• by Lee Blessing will be performed in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre at 7 p.m.

Saturday, March 28

lot happening here for a guy who seems to
only know three chords.
This is also an album which is flexible to
the listener. Some albums work better if
the listener is sad or happy' or lonely or in Great Days: A+
love, but this is an album which offers
something to everyone. It is a great comTop fave COs of the week
pliment to Prine's songwriting that the
album improves with repeated listening.
Picking out highlights on this album is l.Silkk the Shocker • Charge it to
difficult because of its amazing breadth 2 DaGame
and depth, but they are there. "Paradise," 2.C-Murder • Life or Death
a song about the damage done to Muhlenburg County by strip mining, evokes a 3.Van Halen • 3
time, place and feeling more easily than 4.Loreena McKennitt - Book of
any other song illustrates one of them. Secrets
"Souvenirs" is a song about the past and S.Craciela Beltran· Tuya
what it means to the present, perfectly
explaining how nostalgia tugs at the
heartstrings. "The Great Compromise" is Information provided by Terrapin
about one of those relationships we have Sta6on

•Barrel Race- The NBHA Barrel Race will be in the Western Kentucky Exposition Center. For more information call 435-4011 .
•Team Penning- In the Western Kentucky Exposition Center.
•Play- "Nice People Dancing to Good Country Music" will be performed in the Robert E. Johnson Theatre at 7 p.m.

By Gaba Martin

•11th Annual Women's Conference continues.

Sunday, March 29
•Bible Study- 9:40 a.m. in the Hart College lobby.
•MCMA Production- The Murray Civic Music Association presents
Andrea Klein, pianist, in Lovett Auditorium at 2 p.m.
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. in the Murray Christian Fellowship Campus
House.

Monday, March 30
•11 th Annual Women's Conference In the Currls Center.
•Bible Study- 6 p.m. in the BSU.
•Dance- River City Singles sponsors a singles dance from 7:30 p.m.
to midnight at JR's Executive Inn in Paducah. Admission is $5.
•Bible Study- 9 p.m. in the Hart College lobby.

Tuesday, March 31
Wednesday, April 1

v?

~ ~
~
· Ugh~ stiU not work- Stand back,
me have to hit it again.

•April Fools Day
•Filing date for 1998-99 academic year for grants, loana and atudent employment.
•National Child Abuse prevention month.
•National Alcohol Awareness month.
-cancer Control month.
•National STD Awareness month.
•Career Fair- Career Services sponsors a career fair open to all
Murray State students and alumni from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. In the Curris Center Ballroom.
•Buffet- $1 buffet in the BSU at 12:20 p.m.
•Free Dinner- The Newman House, on the comer across from the
White College parking lot, offers a free dinner at 5 p.m.
•Bible Study- 7 p.m. in the Curris Center Theater.

Thursday, April 2

MJleat.:Qr, she's got a great personality. Besides,

•Exhibit- Bachelor of Arts degree exhibition by Daniel Hicks begins
in the Eagle Art Gallery in the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Exhibit- The "Rosentreter, Covert and Others" exhibit begins In the
Curris Center Art Gallery.
•TNT- Creative Worship in the BSU at 6 p.m.
•Line Dancing- 7 to 9 p.m. in the Curris Center Ballroom.
•Prayer Meeting- 7:15 p.m. in the Curris Center third floor lounge
area.
•Meeting- Racer Martial Arts meeting at Martial Arts America at 7:30
p.m.

i f you don't take Sue's friend out, Sue von't go
out vith me."

The 1998 - 99 Chapter
Officers of l:X

DID You FoRGET?

consul: johnny Tindall
Pro con
Patrick Lewis
Qua
tt stone
Rush Chai
Brad Leath

er
aid
ane Sykes
Bellucci

Ku
Scholarshi
Social
H
~~c,.==~~t.ler
Sp~~.,.p;~~~-- er
Public Relati
odd Stein
Special Eve
ris Naifeh
Risk Management: Mark Roy
judicial Chairman: jonathan Kokoski
Historian: Darin Shock
IFC Representative: Keven Moss

April 1 is the filing date for
Student Financial Aid
ap.p lications forl998 - 99
requesting
grants (non-repayable)
loans,
and/ or student employment.

Apply Today
Student Financial Aid Office
Sparks Hall - Base111.ent

-
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Fest challenges
students' fitness
By SARAH WIGHl'
COLLEGE. LIFE EPITOR

Jf a long winter of workout sessions has left;you. feeling like
your physical fitness can't be matched by anyone, you can
prove it without an appearance .on American Gladiators, The ,
AquaFina/Diet Pepsi Training and Fitness Challepge ia com~
ing·to campus Monday.
Mlli11lY, State is one. of 100 CQlleges nationWide that Will
participate in the fitnea13 program coordinated.by the Nation·
aJ Intramural Recreational Sport$ AsaOciation and Campus'
ConCepts.
.
Tbe pro~ Will be kicked off with a week of progralll8
designed to help college students establiah their tiu'gErl;
weig}_lts and heart rates and increase aw~ness of healthy
activities. As part of the fest, students will be able to attend
free health ·and well ness clinics and test body rat, particlpate
in atTength and cardiovascular training programs with
weight trainers, aerobics instructors and exercise equipment.
1ri addition1 they will Ttceive fitnes&. literature, tree product
samples, T-shirts,. sportlf towels and other items.
"The reason the physical education depal'tttlent decided .to
promote this is because we thought it would be a goo4' wrly to
promote fitness and give stuqents the opportUnity to partici"'
pate in some fun activities," Randy Crist, assistant profes~r
of P.hysical education. said. ~we thougl:it with all the things
they are goi,ng to give us to give away this would be a good
way to get people excited about being aetive:"
The training sessions will be followed by the first National
College Fitness Competitons. By entering the Challenge
Competitions. students can prepare fur the Nike Sw()OE!h
Challenge Regionals on April 18 and the national chrunpi:.
onships, Crist said any student who is intef¥ted cap g() to the
regional CQmpetition at the University of Alabama to try to
win an aU expense paid trip to the nation.a.Ia.
' Competitors Will be ju~d oh speed, agility, qui~,
endurance and strength in five different eveqts. The testS will
include a five on five tug o' war. obatacl.e oourse, 1grip
etrenirtJl, vertical leap, flexibility, sit-UpS, 400-meter swim
and a on~:cnile campus run,

Greek Woman, Man named
The Murray State Greek system honored two of its own
with this year's Greek Man and
Woman of the Year awards on
Tuesday night.
The 1998 Greek Woman of
the Year is Amy Ponder, senior
public relations major from
Perryville, Mo. Shawn Smee,
senior organizational communications major from Jackson,
Mo., was named Greek Man of
the Year.
Ponder, the 1997 president of
Alpha Sigma Alpha, · has also
served her sorority as editor,
scholarship chair, in addition
to involvement with several
other campus organizations.
Upon her graduation in May
she plans to begin law school at
St. Louis University in the fall
and get married next July to
another Murray State Greek.
Her long-term goal is to work
as a corporate lawyer or a PR
specialist/lawyer in Crisis
Communications. She would
also like to serve as a province
director for Alpha Sigma Alpha
some day.
Smee, a member of Lambda
Chi Alpha, has served his fraternity as rush chair, secretary
and vice president. In addition
to numerous campus organizations, Smee has served as a student representative on his fraternities' National Board. After

Shawn Smee:
senior from
Jackson, Mo.,
Is this year's
Greek Han of
the Year.

Amy Ponder:
senior f'rom
Perryville,
Mo., has been
named Greek
Woman of
the Year.

BY SARAH WIGHT
COLLEGE LtF£ EDtTOlt

graduating in May, Smee plans
to return to Murray State to get
a master's in College Student
Personnel or a related field.
Eventually, he would like to
obtain a position as a Greek life
director or dean of students. He
said he would like to become
more involved in his fraternity
on the national level, by helping other chapters.
The candidates for the award
were nominated by Greek orga~
nizations. The Greek Man and
Greek Woman of the Year were
then chosen based on an application which included an essay
on what it meant' to them to be
Greek. Don Robertson, vice
president of student affairs,
read the essay of each winner
before revealing the winner to
Greeks gathered at the assembly.
Both recipients said this
recognition meant a great deal
to them.
"There aren't words to
express how I felt when Dr.
Robertson began to read my
essay on what being Greek
means to me." Ponder said. "Ifl

had to put a label .on the
thoughts and emotions that
flooded me I would say 'honor.'
I believe strongly in the Greek
system, and it was an amazing
feeling to receive this award
among the peers I respect so
much."
"It was a great honor," Smee
said. "The things that I have
done and been involved with I
did because I wanted to. I feel
very fortunate that I am getting recognition for being
involved with the things 1
wanted to do."
The recognition earned by
Ponder and Smee is just one of
the many benefits they said
they have gained by being
Greek.
"1 think being Greek has
given me so many opportunities," Smee said. "It has given
me an a venue to become
involved in many organizations
and activities lhat I would not
have had the opportunity to be
a part of otherwise. Also, I have
gained many friendships with a
group of men that supported
me in all that I did.''
"Being Greek has brought me

the greatest experiences of my
life," Ponder said. "It is mind
boggling for me to think that
my closest friends today were
strangers four years ago. My·
sorority sisters have supported
me through the greatest accomplishments
and
scariest
tragedies of my life. The Greek
system overall has provided
countless opportumties to
serve the community and to
build leadership skills.''
Although both recipients feel
very positively about tlie Greek
system at Murray State, they
both said they felt improvements could be made.
"l think all the Greek organizations at Murray State need
to work together more to promote themselves on Murray
State's campus," Smee said.
''We need to work on our public
relations because I don't think
people realize how much we
really do on campus and in the
community."
'

.

"The only change I would like
to see within the Greek system
is an awareness of the unique
Greek system we enjoy," Pon·
der said. "Murray State Greeks
have received honors for ranking above their counterparts at
universities throughout the
coun;ry. We have a tremend{)US
amount of potential on this
campus, and this potential only
grows when we work together
to utilize it."

CHEERLEADER

REBD[IDJES

TRYOUTS

Sunday -Thursday
10 a.m.· II p.m.
Friday - Saturday

Get. Ready For 6ummerl
Come.in and check out our great specials:
$2 off cut and style
$?off perms

9

10 a.m.. 12 a.m.

$?off color
$5 off all nail services

ORGANIZATIONAL
MEETING

CLINIC
April3
5 to 9 p.m.
Carr Health South Gym

March 31 9 p.m.
Carr Health Gymnastics Room

VIDEO SUPER STORE

TRYOUTS
753-088'2
Dixieland Center

April 4 Sa.m.
Racer Arena

Monday~aturday

The Party Starts Here!
Ten High

•13.40

1.7al

Old Crow

$12.15

1.7!il

Very Old
Barton 80

$14,50

• l'1 L

Very Old
Barton 86°

$16.58

1.75l

Very Old
Barton 90°

$17.60

1.75 L

Evan Williams
90 '

$15.38

1751

Ezra Brooks
900

6Riu..ED

ANY CHICKEN 'N CURLY
COM DO JOnnconf•1.

Seagrams

v.o.

• LEnJor

Wh<lre else l>ut Arbv's could vou have vour choice of
one af 3 different chtcl<en sandwiches .. Roasted, Grllfed
or Fr~ed, plue our doltC>OV& Curly Fnos tor only $2 .491
Great Ulfl"· gr!>'lt chooc:a10 and a g,...1 d<lel But tfs anly
for It l!r!\!tlld 11me so t'lurry on to ar>v part•Cipetlng Arby's
where you'll always find &ameth. . ,g different

coffee ...
"1be Best Coffee In 'Ibwn!
Rollstecl Ftesb Da1Jy

~1992 Mly's. lnc:

Arby's- MVJV 641 N.

-----------Roasted, Grilled, or Fried

:

1
I

Any Chicken 'N Curly
P"'sent coupon at lime of purchase

r"\rby-.· :

~ 1

Combo $2.49Expires04/10/9al

.L ,-.. .... - - - - - - - - - - .J

$15.89

1.75 L

1.76 L

'22.51

Busch
Suitcases

$14.92

Lord Calvert
1.76 L

$15,43

$5.99

$12.43
$1.44

j)HJ<

Bags of Ice

'3.23 I

69'
Over 30

Domestic &
Import Cigars

Sandwiches

s1.65
Ch•t•'•l

1.71i L

$12,99

5 Foot
Party Sub

'62.50

$16.49

White Horse
Scotch
I 7'' I

1.76 L

$14.59

Johnny
Walker Red
1.75 L

$32,98

$12.38

Tangeray
Gin
1.75 L

Clan McGregor
1.71i L

$25.73

Castnllo
Rum a

John Barr
Gold

I/~ L $20.23

$14.41

Skyy Vodka
1 I' I

$22.63

Gilbey's
Vodka
t.71l

•11.27

Barton
Vodka
5

I/~ l

1

S30 ,85

10.30

McConnlck
Vodka
1.76 L

Crawfords
Scotch
1.75 L

,,.

Seafood
By The Pound

Kegs
In Stock
Northern
Light

2 ~1· ~.

Gilbey's Gin
1.7& l

6" Subs

Marlboro t
Cigarettes

Kessler
175 L

12" Subs

.g,70

Skoal Vodka
1.7& L

.g.62

Pepe lopez

Whlta Tequila
1.75 L

$18.52

Pepe Lopez
Gold Tequila
I 75 L

$19,54

Seagrams
Gin

Torada White
Tequila

7~• L $16,81

1.75l

Crystal
Palace Gin
1.76 L

$12.15

$14.41

Windsor
Canadian
1.75 l

$14.41

West Wood Wines &Liquors
901-642-7714

West Wood Warehouse Party Block
901-642-7366
West Wood Street, Hwy. 54 & 69 • Paris, TN
Open B a.m.-11 p.m. Monday-Saturday
Visa • Mastercard • American Express • Discover
l
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Play promises message with large dose of humor
BY REKA AsHLEY
STAFF WillER

If you need some laughter in
your life, you will want to check
out Murray State's main-stage
production, "Nice People Dancing to Good Country Music,"
which will be performed March
27 and 28 and April 2 and 4.
Ted Wendt, dean of the College of Fine Arts and Communications, is directing the production and said it is a slice of
southern life.
"The play takes place in a bar
in Houston, Texas. The bar is
co-owned by an ex-biker and
his girlfriend, who are a
strangely matched couple. The
woman's son from a previous
marriage has come to visit for
the summer, and the son is not
getting along with his mom's
new boyfriend. To complicate
matters, the woman's niece
shows up unexpectedly, a

novice in the convent, and one
of the patrons of the bar takes a
fancy to her," Wendt explained.
"'t is a comedy and is primarily
for adults."
Wendt has directed more
than 40 plays and he believes
the audience will find the production enjoyable. One feature
the audience may find interesting is an actual pick-up truck
which will appear on stage.
"I didn't get to see thein try to
get the truck onstage, but it
must have been something," he
said. "Thanks to our set designer, David Balthrop, they got it
on there."
Sean Arnold, sophomore from
Barry, Ill., said the rehearsals
have gone smoothly and Wendt
sets a hard-working tone by
working hard himself.
"Wendt is really hands-on.
The production means a lot to
him," he said. "It is difficult at
times, but it's all coming out

well."
really interesting show," he
The cast has been rehearsing said. "The characters are not
for two hours each week night your everyday kind of people.
It's not something you usually
since the beginning of March.
"I'm glad the show is going get as chance to do."
up," Arnold said. "But, it is
Brandon Durham, freshman
strange how the show starts to from Louisville, said he chose
become a part of your life. 111 to participate in the production
be sad to see it all over with."
because he was interested in
Arnold plays Roy Manual, a working with Wendt and liked
customer at the bar. He said the role.
although his character is not
"My character is from Minthe brightest guy in the world, nesota and wears these baggy
he has a kind heart.
shorts, a South Park T-shirt,
"I hope the audience leaves and has spiked hair," he said.
knowing they had an enjoyable
Durham said the producers
time, but I also hope they draw Were originally looking for a 16 ·
something from the show that year old to play the part of the
they can relate to their own son, but Durham felt he could
life," he said." Even if the char- handle the younger role and
acters are a little far fetched, was cast.
"1 saw the people who had
they have problems just like
already been given parts and I
everyone else."
Arnold said he chose to do really wanted to work with
this play for a number of rea- them," he said.
sons.
Durham feels many people
"'love the theater, and it is a can relate to the themes of the

•
•

Photo by Erica Hulse

Cast members Timothy Vaughan, a sophomore from Hurray;
and Sean Arnold, a sophomore from Barry Ill., rehearse a scene
for the play Nice Pelople Dancing to Good Country Music. The
play begins tonight at 7 p.m. In the Robert E. johnson Theater.

play.
"Many people going in will
get something they won't
expect," he said. "It's a really
deep play with a message and a
large dose of humor."
The play is free to MSU stu-

Final
Friday Movie

KERI

Roger & Hammerstein~s

BAZZELL

elllclerell•

-$Fl=="

7 p.m.

March 27
;Barkley Room

f

VICEPRESIDENT
#1 on the ballot,
# 1 for the jobI
-~ Tuesday, April 7 8c .Wednesday, April$
Paid lor by camldale

Graduate Students may receive
financial assistance from ...

Elections

Federal Stafford Subsidized Loan
-orFederal Stafford Unsubsidized Loan
Contact Student Financial Aid ... . 762-2546

April 7·C•rrls Center Thetter
2 , ..... 7 , •••
an4

April &·Currie Center Theatre
8:10 -···· 4:30 , ....

~-

urray

Murray State also has a limited number of graduate assistantships available. Now is the time to
discuss GA positions with your department chair
for the Fall semester.

...
to be a

Student Ambassador!

We need underclassmen, graduate, and non-traditional' students with:
*Srong leadership ability *Public speaking ability *Good interpersonal skills
Exciting activities include:
*Recruiting prospective students in 4 state areas
*Host VIP receptions at Oakhurst
*Help host exciting programs such as Fall Senior Day and Junior Jam
*Assist with Alumni functions such as Homecoming and Alumni Weekend
Requirements: 2.75 GPA, 15 hours credit, willingness to travel
Applications are available at School Relations Office.
Application deadline Monday, March 30
Interviews scheduled for April 1, 2, 3
Any questions, please call Jennifer Young or Lori Rowlett in the School Relations Office
at 762-2896

ADVERriSE in Tim.

dents with 1.0., $7 for the general public, and $5 for other
students and senior citizens.
The show will be held at the
Robert E . Johnson Theatre in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center and will begin at 7 p.m.

Curris Center

SGA woula liMe to
. congratulate
Miss MSU finalists:
Winner: Elaine Ratliff' .
1st runner-up: Angi.e Butler
2nd runne..r·up: (hristy Dowell ,
3rd runner-up: Heather Howell
4th runner-up: Elana Kornegay
Mjs~ CQngeniality: Megan Kelly
Most Photogentic: Sarah WigHt

orts
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SportsBtiejf\ ·
Women's golf OK
at Jacksonville
The Murray State women's golf team took seventh place out of IS
teams, rebounding In the
second day of play at the
jacksonville State Gamecock Classic Monday and
Tuesday at the Silver Lakes
Golf Course in Glencoe,
Ala.
The Lady Racers shot
the fifth-best score of the
day in the second round, a
333 that brought them out
of a tie for eighth. Campbell University won the
event. finishing -19 stro~
ahead of second-place
Georgia State.
jenny Daag led Murray
State, tying for 12th place
out of 84 golfers with an
80-81 - 161 . Other Racer
golfers Included jessica
Widman who shot an 8379 - 162 to tie for I Sth,
Brandl Stevenson with an
86-91 - 1n to tie for
-iQth, MUdd Mcleary shot
a 93-85 - 188 to tie for
-iSth and Tricla Brooks
shot a 93-88 - 191 to tie
for 60th.
The tournament gave
the Racers a good chance
to see Ohio Valley Conference rivals Tennessee Tech
and Eastern Kentucky.
Each school finished fifth
and ninth, respectively.
Murray State will take
part in the SIU Saluki Invitational on March 29-30.

Baseball to face
Tech three times
The Murray State baseball team will take on Tennessee Tech Saturday at I
p.m. and Sunday at I p.m.
The Thoroughbreds will
play Tech twice Saturday
and once Sunday.

11

Aces deal with 'Breds Football
•Baseball: The Evansville Aces
dealt the Racers a loss Wednesday at Reagan Field.

•

BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
STAfF WlrTEI

The Murray State Thoroughbreds
baseball team played host to the
Evansville Aces on a warm, sunny
Tuesday afternoon in Murray. The
outcome of the game for MSU, however, was not as bright as the weather.
Both teams went scoreless in the
first inning, but EvansVlile came out
in the top of the second and looked to
strike the first blow of the ball game.
Third baseman Anthony Molina
started the inning by singling to center field. Wes Carroll doubled down
the right field line to score Molina. A
single by Phil Broshears and an
error by MSU left fielder Chad
Hamm gave Evansville a 2-0 lead.
Another MSU error allowed Broshears to advance to third base, and
he eventually scored to give Evansville a 3-0 lead after 1112 innings.
Evansville went back on the offensive in the third inning. Molina started the rally again for Evansville, this
time with a double to center field.
Broshears came through for the Aces
again with a double, scoring Molina.
An infield single and a double steal
lead to the Aces second run of the ·
inning.
Right fielder Doug Schoenekase
ainiled to right-center field, driving
in two more runs for the Aces.
News
EvanBville could not capitalize on the Shawn Collins delivers a pitch In Wednesday's 15-7 loss to the Evansville
error by Chris Williams on Aces.
Schoenekase's single, but they scored Fox sent a double into left field, scor· sixth inning. A walk, single, triple
four 'in the i~ng to give them a ing Burns. Ryan Murphy pulled a and a fielder's choice led to three
seven run lead.
single int o left to bring another run runs for Evansville.
Down seven runs in the bottom of in for MS U. Kirk Moore wa lked and
Head Coach Mike Thieke ga ve
the fourth, Murray State launched a Drew Graeter singled to pull the credit to Evansville for capitalizing
ferocious comeback on the Aces. The 'Breds within two.
on MSU error s a nd two-out RBI's.
rally started with Hamm being hit by
"The outcome of the game would
Eva nsville brought in Robby Leger
a pitch. A throwing error by Carroll from the bullpen. Leger did not fair definitely have been different withallowed Jeff Norvell to reach base m~ch better, as the ' Breds loaded the out the unearned runs. The three
safely for MSU, and Brad Bums then bases on a passed ball and a fielder's runs Evansville scored with two outs
aot hia only hit of the game, a single, choice before Craig Delk's single in the sixth were also a turning point
to score the 'Breds .f irst runs of the scored MU17ay State's sixth r un of in the game. Scoring with two outs is
contest.
critical because t he defense is one
the inning.
The runa just kept coming for the
The Aces scored big again in the pitch away from ending t he inning."
'Breds in the inning. Shortstop Todd

spr1ngs
to action
•Football: With an abundance of quarterbacks) the Murray State foo tball
team gets ready for spnng practice,
which starts today.
By

EDDIE GRANT

ASSISTANT SPoRTS EDITOR

When Denver Johnson took the helm of the
Racer football program he was hard pressed to
build a staff, organize a team, determine
needs of the program and get settled in general with only seven months before his team's
opening kickoff.
It was also at this time last year J ohnson
had to face a veteran team with no real starting quarterback, until Dan Loyd joined the
roster last fall.
This year J ohnson feels he is on t ra ck a s far
as time goes. At present he has four quarterbacks, all of which he feels can play. He knows
the gaps that are yet to be filled , and he is taking steps to fill them. In short, be has a better
grasp of all things.
When spring practices started yesterday,
three of the four field generals on campus
were in attendance. Transfers Justin Fuente,
Shayne Stevens and Eric Guajardo will all
practice with the team. Last year's s tarter
Dan Loyd has chosen to be absent from spring
drills as he will continue to be a member of the
'Breds baseball team.
"I am pleased with Loyd, and I am confident
in him," Johnson said. "Since he has made this
decision he has given up a little ground in his
bid to return as starter. This is not to say that
he won't be our starter, but it means tha t the
other three players will just get that much
more time with the team than he will."
AB far as concerns about the possibility of
Loyd getting i~ured during baseball season,
Johnson said it was taken into consideration
and dealt with by bringing in Stevens and
Fuente.
•-L
,
A vacancy the team has to deal with is the
loss of place-kicker Rob Hart, who has
returned to England. Johnson says he hopes
the two players he has on the roster already,
Greg Miller and Bryan Mitche ll, can fi ll the
role as the team's kicker.

'

Jan. 8 and 9, 1996
Gottft led coached lnt OVC 1ame
t----.t

GottlrieciiOMI hit one, ovc

.,...._Tennessee Tech at Cookeville 1---r champlonsf"p ~ 7NI tO
and lott. 64-63. Howwer, he pined
his first coachln1 wln at Tennessee
State In Nashv&Ue the next nl1h~ 71 ..
67.

SpotLight

March 2, 1998

Austin Peayln ~ville•.~
with the lou, the 1t:acen ....,.
a trip to tfte NIT.

Feb. 20, 1987

, . . ........ de for the ovc
title wMtt a IN-n w1n over
---t
~ 1n,... Murray
Stat. playsu a HC04'd
Med to Ausdn Peay tn the
ovc toumament.

Ryan Murphy,

Jenny Daag
Ryan Murphy and jenny
Daag are in this week's
Racer Spotlight.
Murphy, senior from
Kirksville, Mo., had two
hits and two runs In four
at-bats as the Thoroughbreds lost 15-7.
Daag, sophomore from
Linkoping, Sweden, led the
Lady Racers at the jacksonville State Gamecock
Cluslc Monday and Tuesday with a score of 80-81 161 to finish in a tie for
12th out of M golfers. The
Lady Racers finished seventh in the Jacksonville
State competition.

. Husd~Pl~y
NCAA Tournament
Each team in this weekend's Final Four has won at
least one national championship. Kentucky was the
latest team to win one In
1996. The last time North
Carolina won a title was in
1993, Stanford won Its
only title 'in 19-i-i and Utah
won its only title in 19-12.

Anderson would be good coach
We knew we couldn't keep
him here forever.
It was only a matter of time.
Sure, with a solid team coming back, many would have
thought Mark. Gottfried would
have stuck it out at least another year before heading to a bigger school in a more prestigious
conference.
Unfortunately, the right job
came open for Gottfried.
The Sporti1111 News called it
at the beginning of the year,
stating Alabama Head Coach
David Hobbs would be ousted
or forced to resign and Gottfried would take over.
Hobbs was fired before the
Tide finished their 14-15 campaign. Then, the questions
began.
Gottfried was the top choice
by Alabama and national
media all along. They received
the same vibes from Alabama
Athletic Director Bob Bockrath,
who listed Gottfried as one of
his top candidates since his
search began.
With Gottfried gone, we can
remember his accomplishments. He coached two teams

Source: The Officill 1998
Toumament Records Book

...._ _

-

....

Sports
Talk
GREG
STARK

to the NCAA Tournament and
one to the NIT.
We remember his arguments
with officials a fter a controversial foul was called on t he Racers with under a second to go,
score tied, in the 1996 OVC
Tourname nt a ga inst Austin
Peay.
We remember the 1997 OVC
Tournament, where his Racers
were underdogs to Austin Peay,
yet they pulled out a n 88-85
victory in overtime, and a lso
the 1997 NCAA Tournament,
where the Racer s fell three
points shy of Duke after being
behind for much of the game.
We remember the s uccess of
the 1998 sea son . With a 29-4
record, an OVC regula r-season
title and champion ship, the

Racers had high hopes of ers' next head man.
advancing in the NCAAs. Even
Ander son was a former
wit h lhc loss to Rhode Island, Auburn and Georgia assistant
the season could be called the who has seen 15 years of t he
best in Murray State's history. SEC (1980-95). He helped
We remember what Gottfried recruit Auburn players Charles
did for the Murray State bas- Barkley, Chris Morris a nd
ketball program. Now it is time Ch uck Per son .under coach
Sonny Smith. Under Hugh
to move on.
Will the new coach be hired Durham at Georgia, he helped
from within the program, or recruit Carlos Strong, Litteria l
will it be as a result of a nation· Green, Elmor e S pencer , Rod
wide search? This question, as Anderson and Antonio Harvey.
Needless to say, Anderson's
well as many others, will be a
hard one for people to answer strong suit is his recruiting.
in the coming days and weeks. Before his stints as assistant
There are many major-col- coaches in the SEC, he served
lege assistants out there that as Rogers <Canton, Miss.) High
look to mid-major schools as School head coach and West
stepping
stones.
Present Fulton fAtlanta) High School
Duquesne Head Coach Scott head coach from 1962-80.
The best part about Anderson
Edgar was here for a short
is he may be ready to settle
time, as was Gottfried.
Some say it could be a short do)Vn. At 61, he may be r eady
search, with the coach coming to end his career on a high note,
from within. Tom Kelsey and as the head coach of a solid
Phillip Pearson are said to be Division I school.
going to Tuscaloosa with Gottfried, but another assistant,
Tevester Anderson, hasn't
made his mind up for what he's
going to do.
Greg Stark is the sports editor
Ande rson could be the Rae- o{The Murray State Ne ws.

March 13, 1998

March 1, 1998

Murray State plays u hiJhest
seed ever In the NCAA Tou,-.
nament. but falls to Rhode
IJI&IJd 97-7.. In Oklahoma City.

Wins his second OVC champl·
onshlp, this time over Tennessee State 92-69 at Nashville
Arena.

c

March 1, 1997
Gottfried wins his first OVC
champlonthlp pn,e over
Austin Puy, 88-85 at
Nashville Arena, earnln1
Gottfried's first berth to
the NCAA tournament as a
hetadcoach.

Dec.25, 1997
Gottfried wins hit only pme
aplnst a ranlced opponent In his
tenure at Murray. 9+83 over

Artcansu In the Puerto Rko Holiday Claalc.

z
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Cornell tries to keep up with Ivies
Bv )ENN

ABELSON

AND MICHAEL SHARP
COiliiiEU DAILy SUN

CORNEll

u.

(U-WIRE) ITHACA, N.Y.- Cornell athletics
may have suffered its biggest loss of the year
without ever sending its players onto the field,
court or ice. With Princeton and Yale Universities' recent announcements of dramatic financial
aid changes, the Big Red's ability to compete in
future recruiting wars with these institutions
has been seriously jeopardized.
Although all Ivy League schools are prohibited
from providing students with athletic and merit
scholarships, Cornell officials, in addition to
those at sister schools, have raised concerns
regarding the impact of Princeton and Yale's
new aid policies on establishing a competitive
advantage in tenns of recruiting student athletes.
Princeton's new policies will replace all loans
with grants for students whose families earn
under $40,000 and will part:ially replace loans
with grants for those whose families make
between $40,000 and $57,000. The aid changes
will also discount home equity for students on
financial aid.
"Princeton's financial aid package has put
them in an advantageous position during the
early recruitment process," said Donald M.

Saleh, dean of financial aid and admissions.
Yale's plan includes provisions to lower expectations for student contributions from summer
jobs and ignore the first $150,000 of a household's assets when calculating their expected
contributions. In addition, the reforms will provide the average student with $1,400 more aid
annually, though some students will receive
, more than $6,000.
·
"None of the changes were designed with athletics in mind," said Donald Routh, director of
•financial aid at Yale. "There is nothing special
about athletics in the equation. The impact is the
same on all students, regardless of whether or
not they are athletes," he said.
The Council of Ivy Group Presidents established a list of common practices to be followed in
athletics in 1954. The list included a provision
that prohibits athletic scholarships.
"The major benefit recruited athletes receive is
an on-campus facilitator in the form of a coach,
who can help make contact with the staff, get
forms done and in on time," according to Thomas
C. Keane, director of financial aid and student
employment at Cornell.
Tom Beckett, athletics director.at Yale, downplayed the ramifications of Yale's new aid pollcies, explaining that it was impossible to guess
the effects before the reforms have been implemented.

"I think it's going to take time for people to athletes on a case-by-case basis."
The mood among coaches at Cornell and other
assess that relative to competition or whether or
not it creates an advantage," Beckett said.
Ivies appears to be one of frustration, as they
Don Betterton, director of financial aid at face the daunting task of recruiting against
Princeton, said that a competitive advantage in rivals with one arm tied behind their backs.
athletics -might occur systematically if we give
Cornell gymnastics' coach Paul Beckwith
better awards and other Ivies won't match us."
offered that he would focus on the unique
Saleh said Princeton can make a strong pitch aspects of Cornell's academic program with stuwith their packages and it •puts their recruiting dents, while steering away from the financial
at an advantage."
focus, when recruiting head-to-head with Yale.
"'We need to be talking about whether that dis"'We're trying to target other things," Beckwith
turbs the competitive balance with the league in explained. "[For example] the hotel school and
recruiting students on a level playing field," he the schools we have here that are different from
said.
the other schools. There are people that don't
want to go to school in the city, which is great for
Saleh said discussions between the I vies us, and not great for Yale."
regarding financial aid policies are "very conBut other coaches still foresee a great change
strained" because of a consent agreement signed in the Ancient Eight.
with the Justice Department in the early '90's,
"It's going to be the end of the Ivy League as
which prohibita conversations about pro~pectjve we know it," head wrestling coach Rob Koll said.
aid policies.
"I just can't imagine Cornell not doing something
He said, however, that he held several discus- to be at least competitive."
sions with Moore in early February. Saleh said
"But then of course, rm sure you'll have the
the new aid policies will not have a big impact on music department, the psychology department,
athletics this year because Princeton and ~ale's the chemistry department all saying the same
announcements were made after application thing. They want to get the best kids available,
and so it's going to be a tough decision for the
deadlines.
"The real concerns, from a recruitment per- administration,• Koll continued. •r envy the
spective, is what to do next," Saleh explained. He coaches at Princeton. It makes their life a lot
said in the upcoming year Cornell will "'deal with easier."

Thanks Let>E for
hosting our Rui!bY PartY
Saturday nii!ht! We
reallY aPPreciate it. You
i!UYS are i!reat!
··Men & Women·s Ruebv Team

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sand vviches
t'rom

11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Bar Hou rs: 11 a.m. -

Loca

Puryear, TN

ltt~ ~~~l

901-247-5798

AVEDA.

AI<O SCIU~ Of' I'UII£ Jl<Wrte II!<~ ~li T USJilt lho

Gift Ccrtificatt'S Available

SPRING WEEK .
Monday, April 6
11:30 a.m. President's Forum (in front of I&T)

Noon-6 p.m. Murray Maddness (Intramural field)
*Extreme Air (simulated sky diving)
*Olympic Obstacle Course
*Bungee Run
7:30 p.m. Caribe Sounds (Cutchin field)
SGA Election 2-7 p.m. (Curris Center Theater) .
Wednesday, April 8

SGA Elections 8:30-4:30 p.m. (Curris Center
Theater)
3-9 p.m. Curris Center Game Room

Aveda gives you more to make a positive Impact. Like our refillable
Envlrometal Compacf"'o' In three different sizes. Made from recycled
beverage cans and reground plastic. Wlth leod·free magnets crd
mirrors. Soves face ond space. Reflecting Aveda's concem for you and
the planet.

Line Dancing
Non-Traditional/Commuter Appreciation Day
7 p.m. Domino's
Saturday, April 11
Sponsored by CAB

Domino~c

& 1.-t.

-..r

ACTIVITIES~

wHEN: April a, 1998 • 6:oopm
,.- -

~RE:

~

Thursday, April 9

Easter Egg Coloring 2-4 p.m.

PR06RRM

App,l y Yourself.>>

Tuesday, April 7

Clke

z~~ential !bay ~p.a
301 N . 12th St.
767-0760

e-mail:
essentialspa@mursuky.campus.mci.net

Industrial Technology Building
Freed Curd Auditorium
The Walt Disney College Program is about

friends. experiences and opponunities
you'll discover as you live, learn and
eam In our world..

STOP lliY Ate DIICOnR A WORLD
OF OPPOIIIUNI111S AI DIINIY.
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Track breaks records in own Invitational
-Track: Many members of the the shot put competition with a toss of
Murray State track team did well 45-2. He finished second in the javelin
behind teammate Mike Valenti ·
in the MSU Invitational, held Sat- throw
who won with a throw of 146-9.
urday at Stewart Stadium.
McGee said the weather was a factor
with the participants.
"The weather hindered a lot with
STAFF WRITER
everyone's performance," he said.
"Nobodys performance was helped by
The temperat ure may have been in the the weather. You could not feel the dismid-30's on Saturday, but the weather cus or ahot put when throwing it, and it
did not stop the Murray State men's and was very hard to stay warm between
women's track teams from hosting the events."
MSU Invitational outdoor track meet.
McGee also had good feelings about
The extremely cold temperatures for the outlook for the outdoor track season.
the middle of March did not affect the
"This season we have a good balance of
results for the men's team. The MSU distance runners and sprinters. Derrick
men's team won frrst place in the meet Russell is probably the fastest improvwith six first-place finishes and seven ing runner, and McKinney will also be a
second-place finishes. The women's maijor factor for our success. We have
squad had three first-place finishes, two four or five top quality male throwers for
by Polina Morozova, to help Murray the field events. Polina will probably
State finish third out of five teams in the lead the women in the jumping events,
women's division.
while Donna Parrish looks to be strong
The men's squad was led Saturday by in the female throwing events."
Mike McKee. McKee won the discus
Head Coach Robert Doty said the team
competition with a throw of 135 feet and performed very well under the adverse
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY

conditions.
"We did an outstanding job on Saturday," Doty said. "Almost everyone had a
personal best time, jump or throw. Our
team is tickled to death to be outside. I
do hope, though, we do not have to play
in temperatures those low again this
season. Hopefully when we go to Alabama, it will be a little warmer than 38
degrees."
Doty was also excited about the teams'
chances in the outdoor season compared
to the indoor season.
"We were at a real disadvantage during the indoor season. The top three
teams in the Ohio Valley Conference all
have indoor facilities, and we have to
practice outside in the elements during
the long, cold winter. Now everyone is on
equal footing with us. We can get our
jumps, throws and timing down now
that the weather is warm!'
Murray SUite will face a big test in
Tuscaloosa , Ala., on March 27-29 at the
Alabama Relays. MSU looks to place
well in their largest outdoor meet so far
this season.

Barry Johnson/Guest

Two memben of Murray State's track team run In the steeplechase portion of the proceedlnp Satuntay at Stewart Stadium.
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l <Jtion, ..Vnc-.1n Amc:tk'.1n srudt."'ll'f ol'tk-e,
DIABtmCS (USING INSUUN> • Medlalrc:
r.
and ~mer Ill!' lntem;lllooal PIOjlnuruo. Fur
JXIY" for your- supplirll. We hilllhcm. ~ip
more: infrnmarioo call Srutdl l'lynn at 37R3
to you. S:avo: money. S:atWacrJon I!IJ:IrJnCnnw:uul;ol~>n., flainc: ()Cl wbming ~h.
nr ,\.lc:rc:dllh Major :u 61131. Ono'l mlluo oud , teed Ubc:ny Medlull IJlO.7'94-81111 Nu
MSIJ. Wc:'!'t" so proud of youl • your M'lHuny
and
11pply·
•
applic:atk:ate
<b:
HMO Members. Menllon AO-MOl.
l~r.. in Art..
Apl'lll'ilh.
MI!OICARI! RSCIPIENI'S • Ate you UAing :a
GuoJ job en '-h. M~ll Elaine, Ghdsc:u.
H:lve 1'\Jn lbillinjl Puntll ror your Club,
~ I1I:IChlncl Slop paylnfj fUJI flril'o:
Su.lh, Krblin, Km You guy~ dk.lan liW~
tt::llll or Sludent Gmup. J!am up 10 $~,
l'or Albulerol, AlriM:nl etc. Solutlooo
110mc job repn:seoong Alph~ G:.m! •
S1000 a rnooo:l Put nut ~ yeanr d
~ wil pay l'or lho:m We: hilt
your Qzslcr.l in Ar A
lun<.lt:aislnR c::xpc:ric:tk% 10 work fnr you.
Medic::ln: ror you :and ~hlp dim.1ty 10 your
Scplc:mbo:r I hope )'OU enjoyed lhc: cldtc:t
l!nok now and =-.:ive ~ PRI!E (l)! C:all
door.. MEJ).A-SAVE 10).5~9.
ni¢tt.
IIJl0-592·2121 , o:xtll8
LOST 33S ~ • Found lhc: llllSWc:rl
...._ 'J1unk, l..:lml>d.:l ~::hts, So!IIJI3 Cl,!• AOO'J
FReE PR~NAN0' ~: UFEHOUSE.
F-~~~c:&ffi
f!U3".&1llo:o:dl Free
'for n !!tell tQRJ' M'ixo:r • tl1! ~ISler.; ~~~7(1)
01:1
irtCOOtf:! M:Kic: S3500
b.'il mbnlh.
M\UPhY at 110().7S4ArA.
l'ouod lJitllb . . _ c.a aad Weadly
6189.
~i~nr.1 Chi'~ we had J hb.'t Ill Ot:rhy l>:ay'IO!
n62M78
• II~ ~i-telll <d AGO.
Ooel ,..,_ ~ , _ . -*1 'l1le
OPI!N YOUR OWN TANNING SALON 011
SPA • Complc:t.e alllaloil r~ lhe l:alall
. _ . . . lladealla o a r . . . . , _ - llrJndy ~l)·onc: ncccJoi " lirll.: ZC~~ty lui·
t lll nnw und then M
U,lOO • -w:b. ar.lle ....-, 11011 Ill cqulpmenl :mel !lllpplicl. Pmduct tr:alninR
pnwklc:d. Showroom In HMol. VA !11)0..
CllpCI'IenoE calll>ladlrr Ill .,.:MR
Alpha So11'• I lud a gn:-.11 lime: :11 your
~'51'-S~l .
Cru>h [)am-.: on Wc:<.l. And you g1rl• dJcJ J
fouad loll Dol Ia 5oudlwood Ana.
CA.'IH FOR HOMEOWNERS - llorrnw
~trt".ol jnh tlunnst r>t-my We know who
CMI.,.55n
SIO,OCJ0..$120,000. Collolnlidak hill•. hume
n'llly w~ T<llld
l'.anl $7~1500/WDK. fb~:~e :all lhe
impmYernenlli, paynlf bntl l'OOtr:ICb.. (XIY
Thc: 6bler.l of AMI would loke 10 congr.umoney your 5tUdc:nl group nc:eda hy
tldinqucnt l:ax~mc:dic:::al hill~~, Self·
u~ue our lllC:Illber of lhc: week, Emily
employed f"1'081:1m&. &nkrup&cy/B:Id
l'llOO:OOMR " VISA fundt:abc:r no ~r
l>hlpp
('lllllpllS. No inveotment & very llale time:
credit OK. tlllit:Ull :approv.a~s. 0pc:n 7 w~
na:dcd.
There's
no
ohlig:auon,
110
'Why
II
"'-"C!C'k, Ca0 Allcm:uive I.A:nding d KenTh;anks LO the hmd1ers ol Af1> rot :a gi'C':Il
nne cull ror inform:uion ltld.ay. 1-$J0.3U.
lUCky at 81J8..244-99011.
mlxa1 Lo-oe, rh..- sl...u:rs ol AMl
,
8454x9S
$$SLOANS UP TO SS,OOO! • AuCo kWt
Am:~nd:l, Conl(r.llulalions on your bv~·
F.ARN $$$ AND WIN. :a VIDEO CAM·
appliclJIJncnll, It: dco:bl COII!Iolid:atlon up 10
here • . your .,;,.rers 1n A&n.
$2001{. credit pmblc:ms OK tn)..471 ·~ 119,
CORDER l~ the ~ aJITlDI[ over and
Udh1ll.la Con)tr:oL< on hein!( rhc- """" IX
Y•)IJt RlVUP !Kill necdos money? Bdurc: it'M c:xt• U4 (~ snellite dish wllh apploco.·
Swt't~ht-.on . •
in AJ:.A lcJgh.
don).
tOQ la1e, uy a M:I.>WOml fundraber :md
eam quick cash. It won't ~'OIIt Q thing. call
EX'~ we h'" .1 l!l't"~t ume ru Dert>y C::m't
RI!HlND ON HOl.JSEPAYMl!NT!)1 • Nc:ed
tO<byl
HlCJ0.3Z3-8454ll22
wan rill Wal • A!.A.
help ~ Scvo:n pmjlr:llllll 10 J1c:t you nn··

n:n1. ~o
llc;ou!'WI,

arplic;~llno
f.-.:. C:lflil:d
Inc. IIJ0.4'il~7Z. IIHK !'l<"'lll>t'f. Wet> "ilc:: WWW.<':IJl-n:><>Un.'C~<lMil
1ST & 2Nn MORTGAG~ • lUOII> li~~;~nc
lflR, 12'>% home: ~'<tully ln:llll\. M\~lik
home loaru. Ufll<> ~. In park nn:u1<:ing.
Pay nlf land comr.t<..to. St'lf F.rnployc.od. P.J.'l
Nlllkruptdc.• OK. All l'I'<.'Ool <'Oillli<k!R:d.
Apply hy phone. CR:\>'\: Ult'ur Mon~
8('J0.627.()74'i.

WOLfl' TANNING 'IIEI">:i • T~11 :11 hcllll<!.
8uy thn:<t ~nJ >avc:J Commc:n:bllhomc:
unil:o rmm $19900. tow monthly p;oy·
mc:nu. F'n...., color e~l.lloft. C:IIIIOWy 8(10.
1142· 1310.
THINKING POOL'i? • Buy n<IW a s:~ve!
Farc::x: Hujlc: 19'x31' 0.0 rxx~ ooly$959!
lnclo.J<b >Wldeck, fc:oo: & ffi~r. I!Xm
fill3llCillgl ln.oealboon arr~n~ CUI now
toll f~ !l00-7')9-<'1()511, hmlled :a~.1.

PURPLE MARTIN

UIRI)HOIJSP.~.

• Tdclt<tlt-..-..! World'~
bt.'l<l 11-f.unlly hou~oe, only Sl9.~'\. FJttory
dlra:L Uf<.'tlmc: w:o.rr.1nty! Frea c:aral<>t!·
Ordc:r now! 8(10..764-H&lfl

...copk: poles,

J~uurd•. hal
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picked up

e The: Mumy CC. Prn'ilXlp

Camp c,,.,.,_,""' • ~ York C.>-cd Trim

l)own.Fdnt$s Camp. Hoke & pby in lhe
C:IL'okill Mnunl:lil\,, only 2 hn. lium NY
City. H~vc: II iUt:lll O<Umrnt'r. M.ike 3 dliTo:ren<-o: In lhc: kiJH Uv~! Good >~~~l:rry, intcm.!lip ~=.IlL< & fret' Rm/lld. All ~(XIttll,
Wa1c:r Skiln11. Canoeing, Rope,., Life·
jiU:IItl.•. Also kiu:hen, <llfk.-o:, & nljlht
wa!Lilmeo. 120 po~~ilion~. Camp Shane
(8()0)292-2267 Web WWW,C".imp<hunc:.com
Oa~m

Topb.•

w:anle!<J. Tog Pay Ekx!-

bls: HwCio Wcoda:ntho New Cc:ndcman·~
Ouh. T......._ 1316 Old loui.wllle Rd
Rnwting G~ <~2)79().9200 See Oui..;Mouu~~~:r.

<llc:mkft: HUIH Sle:alchouooe Is ~king :appll<-:uions
wait !jQff, l'or more inf'OITII:l·
lion call 2~Z.(,QQ6 tllk lo Chn.. or TIN•

ror

marie.

FIREF'IGHTIRS • No t"Xpc:rlc.-n~ nt:ee'fll<lry. P:lk.l tr~inlnJ~ with e~cdlem hc:ndln. .
Paid n:"IOI:atJnn to HS dlpkttna KT'.adls OIJ!C!I

IH4. Call R00-'21W-6289.
DRIVER/0111 • A l!l'l."'.tl paycheck and lhc:
lCif"'Cl you dello:rve. Vou •-c: 11 lo your-

rc:ll' co <':Ill , ~36 qllll (lu1c:d no expcnm<..,), new Kmwonh.-1. $40 urp rx•Y· full

hc:nef._.._
:.nldcnc

110().6~5-11669. ext. " K2N.{)3')8.

w:ad:s wekorne.

&EOO%

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
Under the Army's
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistment
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethirdor$1,500, whichever amount is greater,
up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you'll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

100% tuiti<m. Rcimllunot:lnen1 now
:lble 10).242-7364.

;sv-o~U·

'iAI.E.'i MANAvi!RS • 1\<.'t:'dtxl for <:XJUnding C<llllp:lny. Aonhirlou.'i, ,..,lf1>tln<-f c;m

DRIVER - l!:lm up ro $11()0 per ......-d. your
fii'SI ye:tr wilh USA Trude! J.atc:..n1<xld mn·

vcntlt>ru~l• with lllllelli~. no •lip ,;c,-.umg
and weekly p:ay. 1!00-237~2 1!01!.

MIP/li/V.

DRIVER'!, OTR • For tn3lnly rnldwc.'l<l·
!IOUlhe:ast..ooudl. No Nc:w Ynrk Cky, home
oflt,n, no unloading. paid weekly :all
milc:s. 2 year 0111 wilh haZ111:1L ~
11118. Om:ah:a, NE
SALES REPIIE.'IE!In'AT1VES • N«do:d on

expanding lcnilory. l!xpericna: 11<:<.~.
Plc::alle llc:nd mume 10: 11101'11:1S Fcxl<l!ic:fvlce. 205~ Nelaoo Miller P3rkw:i)',
Loui..ville, KY <10223. Aacnuon. AJ

11lomu,jr.

DRIVERICON'T'RACTOII • M0111. :oolool :a>-er:~ge $700+ a ~k. Mnsl tc:lllVI ~ver~ge
$12~ :o w~k. Cclfllr:l~tnno I!>Wl1 01 ROc ~
mile, pakll>.1lly ror 311 mtlt:tl. St:houii!I".JdWites wekane. KU.M. I!00-92'>-'15'56.
DRIVERS, CHANCE IS 00001 • ~7 cmlll
a mile i.K c:v.:n bc:acr ... lloafs our avtT.ljlc:
driver p:lymll JXIC~Ielm p;oy 1!1 c:v.:n
~· In uddilkln ""' nlfcr a ht:ndilll
p:lt:k:ljlc: ttw·~ IIC."CCO1<< 10 none: :L''Iignt.od
coovention;al!l, leillnli a ~~e)b. 0111 runs
:&nc1 1~ ~'nlliJXIny fXIkJ IMur:~ncc for lhc:
enLirc f.unily. Get WI tho: do:t:albi. C:lll· Con-

DRIVERS TRAINF.I!S NEF.J)F.DI - Proline: L,
JlllinJ! doivo:rs on KY. F.am $600-+w....,k.ly+bencflt:l. 1S d.:ly <.TIL u:unrnJ~ with

!)RIVERS. Rf.GIONAI, 1' 1.-\11\EI> OR V,\N
• QWI!oly hunermw! $,1,,WIH l't year
averJj!C.'. Family onedi< ,11/ o.knul , P:oitl
\IIIC'.ltlc>n, -IO!K, <Jil\' yc:~r OTR rc:quln:tl
S.:hilll Tmn•ponaticlll l~l0·246-l'i3115.
DRIVER • Arc: you uR:<J nf long hour.. or

low puy\' Co. Un\1.'111-rk :w fl'IY
GR:3t
home
lome: Off

fl"'!U::Ill
tr;~inong

Ownc:r/Opt:rJIOr S.OH J/112 all mlks<Xt:dlc:nlln-cur.m~. 2500+ mlleo ~ W~Xk Xllo
or to::m1. 9';% no IOUCh 4!1'IS~' \':II\ c..

R:Ulx:d Talk to oor dm-cm Rcoch1 ~67·

6315.
SERV!CE Tf.QtS

N~:ED~ll

- Plurnhinl!.

HVAC & l'.lc,1rk Hourly fl:IY ro 52110. Full

henelll (XKkaj(e.

llOO~:!').(i(JOc),

TRAVEL
MARRY ON A MOI JI\TA1N' · l ie: nurrk:d

In a m:ljlllllkent nJnunl:llmOfl dwfl<'l >oUr·
mundedhy tn:o & nw~ne >'lew> ofrhe
Gn::>l 5onoky Mourn.un..: C:JU A(J0.729436$. hap://www m\'dupc:l.uln1

Way Truddoad Scrvil.~ tl00-55~

A KF.AliTlFUl. CANOUli.IT • Old F'.L..tlioncd W~ Cl1:1pc:l (1\L'fiOnkJilJI m·<T,

Smoky M<KJnbln,o, 1111

1 year 0111. J-Mllr f!A8.216-'5627.

1lle Mum>· CoW>Iry Ouh lx """" hlrin!(
cc:nifred LireRIJ'rrd.s. Aprlt<·atlons can he

M~l\;ljlc:l'!l,

EO£,

DRIV'ERS": All "'15 or newer ~vo:minn:il
fleet. ~ .c:u1 up In S 30 pt"r mO.,.
bonulcll and 11nnu:ll rJ""'-' ro $0.3'1 pc:r
mile. T c:mw ~Can up to $0.311 per milo:.
Oon\11\. lnJUHuy·~ cop mllc-..ljle :~vc:rJge. 23,

HELP WANTED
- - - - -------------

$6<;.$85,000. M:liJ R:lll.llnt: IO: S;lk;s
9()() \\'tldwl'l<>tl l.:me, 1\ew

t"'OIll

:.n..,ny, 1 N <~71'10.

ASSISTANT CONTROW!R • A nJUitimc:dla ~'\tlnfl"llY wllh opo:r:111tm~ In rw..lve
wt~ l• ll«klng u nkllt\l':lll:d in<livklual It>
fdl :m Alllli.'Otlnl Oloii'Oiler po;llion fur rL•
~ oft1«o In llhdhyville. Re<p<n..;..
hilillc:ol include 0Ya11<:c:i"ll lhe Aa:ount.•
Pay;d!lc: dep:lnrno:nc, l\:\'ic:wtnfl of Wily
cht:dal and ac:roun& coding, uuuhla.hotxing monhly fiJ\;II1<.i;IIJCa~. pc:rl'onning ;audit te;llng, :and cnnnlin:Uinl! cumplrancc with oli:lld laX bWll for lhe wvlsinn.. To qualifY fur thti poo<ltlon, <"~ndi
d:rtc:!t mUll rx_.. ;a CPA cenillc:tiC. Audio
c:xpc:l'lc:ncr l• n:qu~.. T<l tnquon:, plt".l.'o<'
send mourne: antl1.1111:iry hil«<ll)' Ill: K~n:n
Se1111ebn:nnc:r. Landmark Community
NeW!!papc:ns, Inc:., P.O. Jio~ ~9. ShelbyvUie, KY ~. EOE.

rlajie, ~

Hun;(.~~"'"

car-

taNzzl. IMIIIilcd mlne.cc:rs,

no 1~. Hc::Jnl;anJ ~ (\'QWSI

httpJ/jl.'"'lt1 mm/ht·~n .
GET MARRIF.I'l • ~moky MounWtM, ;JI'<'L'
nl<liOI heauroful t hap~: In, dnon.·h CJtt.Lunc:tl
mlnl1llrlll, nlmflk'W :JCTun!(t'I~L,, honcymcx>n & l.muly t·ahon•, hrc;tlhrakilljol
VIeW>;, t:h.1pc:b 1!0().11')3-7Z7oi, !dJ)IJO,II iiOO·

6

3

4

·

~

~

I

~

hurJi'''"'"" ....mok)·mrnnl'JII.tnm.lnu lllmnk
"'ed.html
A HEA.LmFUL CH . . PP.IJOfl'RCH CHRISTIAN Wl!DfllNG C~ilonhuf!! ~' r~l
(sin<.."C19MJ. PhcJWW:>fllt)', rnu«:, lloW<:n;.
lin'IUt'i, j:tcUz2i >Uho, ftl'l.'flL<e . l.tM: .,.aJk
bnck. Rc:v. l!d Tr;yl<>r 800-346-ZT;'9
hupJ/www .~thnllUrJ!<'Iufi<'L<. lllm

AllORAHLF; ANI> M1'011P...U!I' wtD-

OINGS1 In the Srnuk) Moun""" l.n~
Ch;ofl<'l. All 8<'<V1<"-'Ii pn>liklcd lndutlon)'[
fomMI
wear, huncyrconnn r.:nlal~
Ordrlntod mlni.,tcN (lc oii)W< ~ld munlry.
Refnn: dcddmK ii110-2CI2·'S6R3
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TO ALL THE SORORITIES
Thank you for your support and participation

IN
.

DERBY DAZE

We could not have

11

done it without you''
.....

M a rch 2 7, 10 :45-12 :45 p. m .

Brinq MSU 1.-D. $2

Your Daddy,

'l ·ull PricP. $4

ROY

442-2949

ARMY. BEwww.goarmy.com
ALL YOU CAN BE:

(wifhouf 1.0 .)

Circus Skate t:> .
COMING TOGETHER IN THE NAME OF FUN!

"Delivering Action, Not Promises"
Paid

tor by c:ancldale

For SGA President
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Vote April 7 & 8
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every senator as a liaison to
two organizations on campus.
Each senator would then be
responsible to discuss the
issues concerning their group
and work through them with
first-hand contact with the
SGA.
"The goal is to provide an
outspoken voice for all campus
organizations," Crichton said.
"There is a need to unify the
campus, and SGA is the best
way to do it."
Another way Crichton proposes to prombte interaction is
to develop roundtables with
senators, department heads
and students.
Also in her platform is
improving the computer system and educating students
about the work of SGA.
According to Crichton, many
of the platforms and campaign
strategies will be similar
because of the shared involvement in SGA.
"The deciding factor will be
each candidates' credentials
and what we've done in the
past," Crichton said.
The candidates will have the
opportunity to explain their
platforms at a debate tentatively scheduled for April 6.

Continued from Page 1

"SGA is not meeting the
needs of students 24 hours a
day, seven days a weeks,"
Roberts said. "I feel SGA is not
fulfilling its full potential."
One key goal in Roberts' plan
is to create a direct line from
the student to the administration. He hopes to provide the
students with an opportunity
to face the administration
through question and answer
sessions.
"1 have a new vision of leadership," Roberts said.
"This is an institution for
students, and we must hold the
administration accountable
and work together for the
needs of the students."
Bettering food services and
moving away from the suitcase
college image are also in the
plan for Roberts.
•
Candidate Crichton also
places student involvement
high on her list of goals for the
1998-1999 school year.
"1 want to see SGA become
an intricate part of the student
body," Crichton said.
Her plan includes placing

March 27, 1998

SPENDING

stop.
"It does not mean no one can
Continued from P:tge 1
spend. It means those who need
to · spend must have stronger
Althougli it looks like spend- reasons why they need to spend
ing privileges will be cut from right now," Robertson said.
all areas, Don Robertson, vice
He said the reason for the
president of student affairs, tighter controls is to prevent
said this is just a slow-down of any unnecessary buying until
spending.
the next budget year.
"This is not a spending
"If someone wanted to buy a
'freeze', but more of a spending copier right now so they could
slow-down," he said. "Because have it for the next school year,
of it being closer to the end of we would tell them unless
the year, the University is tak- there was an extremely imporing a harder look at what it is tant need for the copier, it
spending."
would be better to wait until
He said while spending is the new budget is finalized
being looked at with a tighter before making that purchase,"
fist, it does not mean it will Robertson said.

Robertson said it is not
unusual for spending to slow at
this time of the year.
"We are in the middle of the
budget process for next year,
and it is common for the Uni·
versity to slow down spending
so it can have a steady balance
at the end of the year," he said.
"I have been here years when
there ha:; been actual freezes,
but this is not what is happening here."
If any department wants to
make a purchase, there is a
process in which it must take
before the purchase will be
b'Tanted.
"For example, if the Women's
Center would like to purchase

something, Jane Etheridge
would make out a purchase
order and give it to Bill Allbritten," Robertson said. "He will
then send it to me, and I will
give it my approval and send it
to the president who will finalize it. There are several check
points along the way, and at ·
any point it could get turned
down."
'Scafella said it will take more
involvement now to make a
purchase.
"I have had to write four or
five memos in the past week,
and a couple things have not
gone through," Scafella said.
"'We are trying to work with
what they are trying to do."

COACH

appearance against Missouri
in 1996 and made NCAA
appearances against Duke
and Rhode Island in 1997
and 1998.
Gottfried amassed a 68-24
record during his tenure at
Murray State, including
records of 19-10 in 1996, 2010 in 1997 and 29-4 in 1998.
"I can't express how much
we appreciate the job Gottfried did here at Murray

State," Dennison said in a
press release.
"He took our program up a
notch, and he did it with
class and character.
"We'll miss him tremendously, but we knew when we
hired him that eventually
other programs would come
after him.
"We certainly understand
the op,portunity he's getting
at Alabama."

Crimson Tide.
After starting his collegiate
Continued from Page 1
playing career at Oral
Roberts, Gottfried transposition at Alabama Wednes- ferred to Alabama in time for
day.
the 1984-85 season. He startGottfried takes over a Tide ed 98 consecutive games for
squad which is in need of the Tide.
rebuilding, posting a 15-16
During his career at Murrecord for the 1998 season.
ray StateJ Gottfried coached
Gottfried, a graduate of the Racers to t~e postseason
Alabama, still holds many in each of his three seasons.
statistical records for the
The Racers made an NIT

Could you handle

$25 Million
As Project Manager, it's up to you to
manage a $25 million construction budget.
People depend on you to make the right
decisions. It's a demanding job with lots of
responsibility. But the payoff Is a great
feeling of accomplishment for an
lmportantjob done well.
Great careers In the construction Industry.

For more Information, contact Bill Whitaker,
Dept. of Industrial and Engineering Technology,

IT 253M, 762·6899
or visit our web site at

http:II msumusik.mursuky.edul CiviiTech

DEADLINE
for placing

-$fr"
Election ads in
The Murray State News
•
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Monday, March 30
by

3
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Digitel Signel Proce11lng is changing the
world we live in. Microprocessors that handle
amounts of data in real time, DSPs will
e mass storage with 10 times the
_,~rrv of today's systems. DSP is improving
rnet, high speed modems, wireless
.nn•rnnn•nlcations, videoconferencing and
leader
in DSP? And guess who's the
recognition.

products that push technology to new levels of
performance. This is your opportunity to be the
fearless, bun-kicking innovator you've always
wanted to be. We're offering career opportunity
with incredible potential, for students with a BSJ
MS and a GPA of 3.0 or higher, In the following
areas:
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Instruments, that's who. We supply
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candidate.

H many DSPs as our nearest competitor
rt investing heavily to develop

Find out about our Co<>Op opportunities.
E-mail resumes to: reeum.oti.com (reply via internet using ASCII
text). H you muat fex, you DlJII1 un the following to ensure
that the OCR (Optical Chart~cter Reeder) can eccuretely seen
your rt~aume: 1) 12 pt. font, 2) Ariel or Courier font, 3) FAX
control nt to "fine", and 4) uae white laaer quelity paper.
FAX resumes to: (972) 488-4631. Indicate Department CA0398 on
your resume.
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